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This Is The Deal
Audioarts Engineering manufactures a complete

line of audio consoles for every size radio station and
market.

Like the brand new RD- 1 2/20 series-the latest
in digital technology. Fully modular with three stereo
busses, analog and digital inputs and outputs and
hot-swappable modules.

Or the R- 17: a modular design in a compact
mainframe with everything you demand in a broadcast
console: muting, tallies, machine control, rackrnount
power supply-and more.

1 he R-5: 12 inputs with dual source
exclusive Simple Phone TM telco interface, full function
tape remote and more-all in an affordable package.

R-60: The # I selling console in the U.S. Fully
modular for any combination of modules, superb audio
performance, LED illuminated switches, dual inputs on
each channel and a wealth of complete features
engineered by the Wheatstone design team.

From on -air to production, we have a console
to fit your needs with no compromise in quality
or performance.

And These Are The Dealers
Broadcast Supply Worldwide Crouse-Kimzey: RF Specialties: Southampton, PA
Tacoma, WA Colorado Springs. CO Concord, CA Phone: 888-260-9298
Phone: 800-426-8434 Phone: 800-257-6233 Phone: 888-737-7321 Fax: 215-322-4585
Fax: 800-231-7055 Fax: 719-392-8879 Fax: 925-687-9991 Email:
Email: info(abswusa.com Email: ledwards@proaudio.com Email: newbro.'@ix.necom.com harrylarkin@compuserve.com
Broadcasters General Store Lynn, IN Santa Barbara. CA Pittsburgh, PA
Ocala, FL Phone: 877-223-2221 Phone: 800-346-6434 Phone: 724-733-1994
Phone: 352-622-7700 Fax: 765-874-2540 Fax: 805-682-5170 Fax: 724-327-9336
Fax: 352-629-7000 Email: bpike@proaudio.com Email: rfsca@aol.com Email: rfo©ub.net
Email: bgs@atlantic.net Annapolis, MD Valparaiso. FL Amarillo, TX
S.C.M.S. Phone: 800-955-6800 Phone: 800-476-8943 Phone: 888-839-7373

Pineville, NC
Phone: 800-438-6040

Fax: 410-754-9999
Email: kkaras@proaudio.com

Fax: 850-729-2744
Email: rfoffl@aol.com

Fax: 806-373-8036
Email: rfstx@compuserve.com

Fax: 704-889-4540 Fort Worth, TX Kearney, MO Seattle, WA
Email: salesra,,scmsinc. corn Phone: 800-433-2105 Phone: 800-467-7373 Phone: 800-735-7051

Fax: 972-623-2800 Fax: 816-628-4508 Fax: 206-937-8544
Email: mbradford@proaudio.com Email: rfmoasky.net Email: jerryhill d csi.com

Tel: 252-638-7000  Fax: 252-637-1285
E-mail: sales@wheatstone.com

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
A Division of Wheatstone Corporation
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ENCO f Orban ÷ Harris= DADpRo.32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Harris now exclusively represents the new and improved CADprio32 Digital Audio Delivery System

DADPRo32 offers all of the features and functionality demanded by today's progressive broadcast

facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to

the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

and evolving broadcast industry requirements

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADeRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADpRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to real le the

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions
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All th

VAULTXPRESV gives you
AudioVAULT® power starting at
ONLY Szoo/MONTH with
features such as:

Designed specifically for
smaller radio operations.

Complete modular design
allows users to pick and
choose the applications they
want to purchase for their
unique environment.

Works with off -the -shelf sound cards.

Tight security feature to protect data from
malicious users.

Office application compatible.

Strong documentation and help files.

Play lists can be administered locally cr remotely.

Works with standard computer hardware.

Complete automation, satellite or live -assist.

On -screen voice -track editor.

Drag -and -drop program log building and editing.

Edit a program log while it's on -the -air

Integrates with existing billing softwar_-.

Program scheduling tools.

Audio and text management tools.

Live assist and station automation tools.

Reliable audio archiving.

Supports rapid voice tracking.

Complete on -air copy management sobtion.

In-depth on -site training and off -site classroom instruction.

Starting below

$200 /MONTH:
VAULTXPRESS' knocks your competit on out of the "radio rung" by

emp3wering you to sound like the heavyweights without having to
pay a heavyweight price!

VAULTXPRESS,t manages all your radiD studio needs in a sin;le ron-

proprietary PC -driven environment - combining productior, automz don,

newt, voice tracking, satellite feed interfaces, audio previewing,
voice recording applications and Internet technologies. VAUL-XPRESSIK

is built around world renowned AudioVAULT® technzIoc, S3 yoir
small radio operation will compete with the heavyweights without
paying a big price!

VA ULTXPRESS offers:
Same AudioVAULT® Software Without the Price!

CALL
888-232-3268TODAy FoR

VERY User Friendly Inmfaces
DEMONsTRAnosiPick and Choose the Studio Software You Need

Competitive Upgrade Packages
Completely Open System Design - NO PROPRIETARY HARDWARE!
Seamless Integration With Traffic and Music Systems
ncludes Software and Computers!
n -Depth Training and 24/7 Support

VAULT Limited Time Offer:
'Llt:TESS Fax back this page to (217) 224-5629 or

call (888) 232-326,3 TODAY!

VAULTXPRESS. Starting Below $200/Month!
Name:

None number:

Company/Station:
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beradio.com
Your Online Source
for current radio broadcast news

BE Radio The Radio Technology Leader
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 SurferNetwork Adds Tele-Media

 Powerful Anik Fl Set to Launch

 GlobalMedia Announces Corporate Changes

 Ogonowski. Seemiller Join Orban/CRL

 LEDtronics Names Sales Manager

 Key Appointment at APT

 Syntrillium Releases Digital Audio Tutorial

 Burns' Allied To Rep O.C. White

 WebPresence and Enco Ally

 Largest Candelabra Tower Base Set

 Statistical Research To Measure Sirius

Web Contents

Currents
News updated daily as it happens

Streaming Stations
Check out stations from across the coun-
try featured in the station of the week

Weekly E -Mail
I lave the headlines sent to you via e-mail
each week. Send a message to
beradio@intertec.com.

11

New Products
With links to the manufacturers

Studio Spotlight
See more shots from the Clear Channel
Denver Facility Showcase.

Find the Mic
Enter the Find the Mic Sweepstakes
online at www.beradio.com. The full
rules are on page 88.
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Viewpoint

Facing change

Radio tends to favor a conservative approach. Once
the innovator in RF technology and audio, radio
now follows the lead of other industries. On the

eve of a new millennium (yes, 2001 is the real start),
radio is preparing to be an innovator again.
The most recent change for radio was the introduction

of digital audio sources and control. The advantages of
adopting a digital standard were easy to recognize at first.
Eliminating tape hiss and vinyl -record surface rumble
were the early prizes in digital audio. Removing noise and
distortion from the medium carried over to STLs and
phone lines as well.

Our acceptance of digital audio was
facilitated by the limited choices avail-
able. Nearly everything was PCM.
Sources with other encoding formats
were not a problem because they were
converted to analog; something we
were already well prepared to handle.
The small variations in available for-
mats were not cumbersome to under-
stand or implement.

We have since grown beyond AES-3,
S/PDIF and SEDAT. Now we routinely

encounter WAV, BWF, MP3, MP2, ATRAC and other
formats with ease. As these new formats were introduced,
we accepted them, and in most cases, continued to
convert the signal to analog. Now we have advanced
beyond the continuous conversion process and maintain
a digital signal throughout the system.

When new technology is introduced, there are some
people that jump in head first. Sometimes they get
burned. Other times they strike gold. It's a fine line
between leading -edge and bleeding -edge. As a whole,
radio accepts change slowly. The transition from vinyl to
CD, from carts to hard -disk storage and from reel-to-reel
editing to DAWs was slow and careful. These technolo-
gies were gradually introduced and accepted. Today
they are mainstays. Not many people would be happy
to return to tape splicing and multiple track bounces to
produce a spot.

Yet, as far as we have come from the early Marconi tests
to the first broadcasts of stations like KDKA, we continue
to evolve. The Internet, a dominant influence in every
industry, has already turned its hand to radio. Listening
habits have been changed with the introduction of
Internet radio, music download sites and portable audio
file players. More changes are on the way.

It is interesting that while broadcasters carefully investi-
gate new technology, consumers typically dive right in.
Granted, the bottom line plays a major part in this scenario.
The marketers have already exploited the word digital to
the masses. Anything digital must be better than anything
analog (or not digital). We know that this is not always the
case, especially with initial product introductions.

Several major radio changes are due to be implemented
in 2001. Satellite radio (S-DARS) will take its place alongside
terrestrial radio and Internet radio. This should be the
biggest change to affect radio in some time. In addition,
Internet audio appliances will begin shipping, IBOC will
continue its development course, and wireless Internet
capabilities will increase. All of these changes will require
radio to change as well. The basic role of radio - providing
spontaneous and interesting content - will continue, but it
will grow and evolve even more than it already has.
The new millennium is here - for real this time. 2000

was just a trial run. 2001 will deliver some significant
advances. I'm looking forward to what the coming year
may offer. Some of it has been previewed; much of it will
be a surprise.

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com

Where's the mic?

Find the mic on the cover of BE Radio and you could
win a Neumann KMS 105. See page 88 for details.

What changes are you facing? Let us know at beradio@ intertec.com.

READER RESPONSE

11E -mail:
beradio@intertec.com
FAX:
913/967-1905
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15 kHz, lcw delay audio codec including
built-in'SON Terminal Adapter (and NT -1)

with:
4 microphone channels (2 Mic/Line)
Separate PA output
Local cueing facility
Ancillary data channel
Contact closures
Internal peak limiter and VU meter
3 individually adjustable headphone feeds
Pre-s-ored ISDN profiles and dialing directo-y
3.5 pound, easy -to -use package

To learn more about how the Envoy can simpify
your :SON remotes, call us today!

Circle (107) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Cornrex C3rporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
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zeeeAContract Engineering

Building your business
By Kirk Harnack

Radio stations need qualified technical help. Most
need it right now; many needed it yesterday. Radio
stations in more than 100 markets are trying to hire

engineers and technicians, and enterprising contract
engineers can provide a lot of the expertise needed. Such
a large number of stations are actively seeking qualified
technical help that contract engineers should have all the
business they can handle. It doesn't matter if you're a
contractor in a rural area, medium market or a large
market: there's work to be done.

Contract engineers must educate their clients about the proper and prudent
use of technical tools.

Last year this column discussed how to shed undesir-
able work from your schedule and concentrate on the
engineering tasks you enjoy doing. Since there's no
shortage of radio engineering work available, let's exam-
ine building your business from the inside. That is,
working on your own business, technical and relationship
skills, making yourself even more valuable to your
regular and prospective clients. We'll highlight a few
important qualities of successful contract engineers.
How many technical problems are actually caused by

operator errors? Careless handling, misuse, poor operat-
ing technique and misapplication of equipment are
frequent underlying causes of equipment trouble. How-
ever justified we, as engineers, are in pointing out the
ignorance of the operators, we're much better served by
acting as kind educators. Work to teach your radio co-
workers that proper and prudent use of the technical tools
we have will make everyone's life easier. Exposing the
ignorance of the staff doesn't further your agenda.

Knowing how to answer questions from co-workers is
a critical skill that's been mastered by many of the best
engineers in our industry. If you've ever avoided asking
someone what time it was because you knew he would
tell you how to build a watch, then you know how
important this skill is. When asked, "Why are we off the
air?" or, "Why can't I receive the station in Smithville?" or,
"Why are we buying more nitrogen?" be sure to consider
who is asking the question. Consider your answer in
terms the inquirer can use. Your reply should be formu-
lated to the understanding of the person asking.

Have you ever committed to doing more work than
could reasonably be accomplished? Have you seriously
underestimated the cost or time required for a project?
Have your efforts then been thwarted by unforeseen
hurdles or delays? As engineers, we tend to be very good
at visualizing a finished project. But, sometimes we don't
consider all the steps required in getting to the finish line,
nor can we foresee all the difficulties we may encounter
along the way. Be careful what you promise to manage-
ment and other staff members. While we take pride in
our own abilities and want to use our knowledge and
talent, our efforts are frequently hindered by events or
conditions beyond our control. It's usually better to
under -promise, then over -deliver if possible.

Sometimes, as contract engineers or consultants, we
develop what is called the savior syndrome. It's not
unusual that self-employed consultants in a variety of
fields succumb to this condition. We walk into a client's
facility, put them back on the air and are treated to
mountains of praise that border on adoration. This is
good for the most part, but if allowed to swell the ego, it
is bad for relations with other staff members. Keep your
ego in check, treat others with the respect you like, and
present Ow attitude that you're there to serve.

Read the manual
Betore you complain about some piece of equipment,

or mis-adjust it, or call tech support, or open it up and
fiddle with the sealed controls, read the manual. Once
you've read the manual and followed its instructions, feel
free to do all of the above. Once you've actually read the
manual, however, you likely will find that the equip-
ment's problem is actually a feature, and the operators
will just have to use it that way.

Big capacitors and power supplies, RF fields, blower
motors, or any devices using more than 24 volts are
serious components. Too many broadcast engineers

10 BE Radio December 2000 www.beradio.com



Radio
Daze
Clarify the dazzling array of engineering
choices with a Dielectric FM Antenna System.

Choose an engineering partner who guarantees the quality
and reliability of your new FM Antenna System. We offer a
5 -year warranty for our complete Dielectric -built FM systems,
covering everything from the transmitter output through the
antenna, including transmission line, switches, f Iter and
combiner. Select combiners with a clearer signal now and digital
capabilities later; advanced antennas with variable bay spacing
for better control of elevation and azimuth patterns; and
patented transmission line that offers greater power handling
and broader bandwidth than other manufacturers. With single
source responsibility from Dielectric, you not orly get the fines:
engineered broadcast equipment, but peace of mind as well.

Dielectric Communications  22 Tower Road  Raymond, Maine 0407'
800.341.9678  207.655.4555  www.dielectric.com

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942
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Contract Engineering
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have died alone at transmitter sites.
Take someone with you. Insist that
someone goes with you. Behave
responsibly with equipment that can
kill or injure. Put the equipment in
local control. Disconnect the AC pow-
er. Short all transmitter power sup-
plies to ground. Take your time.
Explain what you're doing to the
person with you. It's more impor-
tant that you leave the transmitter
site unhurt and alive than is it to

repair the problem quickly.
At some point, eventually, some-

one will be paid to do the job right.
It might as well be you, and it might
as well be the first time. There cer-
tainly are times when a project or
repair can't be completed with the
best of care. Work diligently to re-
duce these occurrences. This often
involves educating your client on the
importance and prudence of not
cutting corners. As a contract engi-

Get Sco

AnYmtherep

r field reporting the way it's supposed to work.

I Introducing the all new Scoop Reporter II
_a portable CODEC from AETA Audio. This

rugged unit combines POTS and ISDN facilities with
an integrated three -channel mixer and internal battery suppl:;
Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter 11

will handle two microphones and one line level input. A
balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer
IFB and Mix -Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the
local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltages
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not

available or fails. the unit will run on standard -D" cell alkaline
batteries. The intuitive interface is so easy to use. your talent will
be able to run a remote broadcast with no techni-
cal assistance. And with our 24 -hour technical
support, you'll never miss another field report.
The Scoop Reporter is the all -in -one box that will
get the scoop anywhere. anytime.

Available through most broadcast
equipment suppliers

SCOOP

REPORro..?

2 a An
rip .

AETA AETA AUDIO CORPORATION
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200  Rockaway, New Jersey 07866
Phone: (973) 659-0555  Fax: (973) 659-9555
www.aetausa.com

II

All -in -one -box with "D"
cell backup

Supports G.711, G.722,
ISO/MPEG Layer II,
ADPCM and J.52

ISDN or POTS

Three -channel mixer

PC programmable

Send and receive 20kHz
audio at 128kbs with
ISDN

Send and receive
7.5kHz audio with

neer or consultant, you have a re-
sponsibility not only to perform good
work, but to inform, protect and edu-
cate your clients. Doing a job twice is
never cheaper than doing it right.

Know your limitations and work
within them. As contract engineers,
we're quite often called to perform or
consult in areas we may actually
know little about. Full-time station
engineers suffer this same problem
and, perhaps, feel even greater pres-
sure to accomplish tasks outside their
expertise. If you're not particularly
qualified to consult on a particular
issue, recommend or hire someone
who is. Internet newsgroups and
listservers abound with practical ad-
vice and information. Network with
other engineers and consultants and
use their services whenever the cli-
ent's best interests are best served.

New leads to interesting work
The 1990s witnessed an explosion

in the number of consultants working
for themselves, often from an office at
home. Consider the Internet's rise to
popularity during the same time pe-
riod, and the two were bound to
cross paths.

Internet sites such as guru.com and
freeagent.com can be quite useful to
independent consultants and engi-
neers. These sites match your unique
talents and expertise with those need-
ing the same. Other sites like
monster.com, dice.com, and
hotjobs.com are geared more toward
those looking for full-time employ-
ment. Posting your talents and capa-
bilities on such sites, however, can
still lead to interesting and challeng-
ing assignments.

The work is out there - and lots of
it. As you pursue the work and chal-
lenges you desire, be sure to spend
some time and effort on yourself.
Increasing your skills, learning from
other engineers and building your
network of experts will all pay off in
building your business. 4

Kirk Hamack, BE Radio's consultant on
contract engineering, is president of
Hamack Enginering, Cleveland, MS.
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°broadcastcrown

Drive this...
Just as a car needs a reliable driver, so
does every radio broadcast transmitter.
The Crown FM series exciters, drivers and
low power transmitters offer reliabil ter
unsurpassed throughout the world.
Incorporating standard features as an
integral part of all power levels, the quality
in workmanship standard is consistent for
all of C -own Broadcast products.

The exciter/driver model offers high
reliability as an RF driver while maintain ng
the audio purity associated with FM
broadcasting today. The internal 'ow
pass filter allows the exciter to be rlaced
directly on -air in :he event of a mail
transmitter failure.

iM100

Crown transmitters are stand alone low
power units and can be configured with
optional stereo generator and audio
processor. Thousands of broadcasters
around the world have come to appreciate
the rugged, reliability of the Crown
Broadcast line of transmitters.

So when making your decision on a new
exciter, RF driver or low power transmitter,
reliability should be a: the top of your I st.
Crown Broadcast bui ds reliable transmitters
from 1 watt to 2 kilowatts.

Contact Crown for reliable, efficient
broadcast transmitters.

Get in the driver's seat

crDWfl®broadcast
PO. Box 2000 Indiana 465 I 5-2000  2 19-262-8500

Fax 2 I 9-2''32-5 399 ww crownhroaricast mm
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Technology

Staffing the station
By Barry Thomas, CSRE

Broadcast engineers arc becoming more difficult to
find. The demands and requirements for the mod-
ern radio engineer are more stringent, and the

discipline itself is broader than ever before. Chances are
that you have been faced with unfortunate and uncom-
fortable challenges in qualifying an applicant. There are
several issues to consider.

What will it cost?
It you're replacing a person or creating a new technical

position, the salary should be set when the budget is cast.
If you're budgeting for the position, make
sure you're in line with the proper pay scale.
Use the BE Radio Salary Survey as a refer-
ence, but make sure your budget will reflect
the prevailing rates in your market.

To justify a salary bud-
get, outline the benefits
of this person to the
station(s). Station man-
agers are often uncom-
fortable with technical
people and become
suspicious of growing
numbers, but they un-
derstand that it takes
people to fulfill the
promises that sales and
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looking and what talent is available. Be prepared to
expand your search if there is no locally available talent.

Post the position and run help -wanted ads to comply
with affirmative action, but make these efforts count. A
classified ad in BE Radio will provide more qualified
responses than a newspaper ad. Also announce your
opening on e-mail list servers, like the those at
Broadcast.Net, and nation-wide e-mail newsletters. Make
use of the SBE Jobline (www.sbe.org). These actions will
yield many applicants with skill sets closer to your needs.
When vou post these notices, don't forget the station's

EEO plan. It's not just legally
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promotions depart- Many resources are available to ease your search for
ments make. Explain technical personnel.

how the job vacancy will affect the station and the
manager's ultimate success. To put it bluntly, many manag-
ers don't want to hear what the person will do, but rather
what the person will do for them.
Often, engineering salaries are an attractive place for a

general manager to cut back, which always amazes me. The
entire engineering department makes up no more than five
to seven percent of a typical station's budget. Personnel
changes will usually affect a small percentage of the typical
engineering budget. It seems to me there are much more
effective, less damaging places to reduce costs.

Where to look
Finding available, qualified individuals (that haven't

defected to cellular and wireless) is most difficult when
a specific skill set is needed. If you have attended local
SBE chapter meetings or are active with other engineers
in town, you probably have a good idea who may be

prudent, it's good business and
should provide you with a bal-
anced field of applicants.

Look at the mergers, moves,
and changes in your area. Own-
ership changes often modify or
eliminate an engineering job.
Mine for talent with these chang-
es. With the change of regime,
many engineers prefer to start
anew. This may seem predato-
ry in nature, but when faced
with having to make a new
start, many people would rath-
er do so in new surroundings.

If you still don't have the kind of
applicant you need, the SBE Member
Directory lists local chapters and the

chairman in each chapter. Call the chairmen in markets
of similar size and ask for their suggestions. Chapter
chairmen are often the most -connected engineers in the
market. Using this technique, I have found all kinds of job
information, made new friends and learned some things
in the process.
If you can afford the time investment, do the industry

a favor and grow your own engineer. There may be a
promotions person or weekend part-timer who has
shown some engineering interest.

I've always found that a well -worded, short note posted
on community college and university bulletin boards is
effective. Younger staff members can provide some
insight and may be enlisted to help post notices. This
approach has resulted in a surprising number of appli-
cants that include a few real stars. The biggest challenge
is focus. Combat this by providing clear instructions and
expectations for the job for which a person is being paid.

14 BE Radio December 2000 www.beradlo.com
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Managing Technology
If the person is determined to get on the air, he or she will
do it. I've had a few technical people work on the air as
well. In these cases, I've enjoyed the benefit of a first-
hand account on studio technical problems.

The pro -audio world is another source of technical
talent. Music store repair techs can be very sharp. Most
stores also have a bulletin board for local postings for

bands and instru-
ments. This is an-
other good spot for
a technical person
want ad. Sound
men, roadies, and
repair techs are of-
ten some of the
best technical dis-
coveries.

Local SBE chapters are an excellent source for
finding new technical talent.

On to the
interview
You should have

a written job description for the position. Be as specific
as possible, but keep the description fairly short. This will
help you remember all the components of the job and
the skill sets you're looking for. Write down the minimum
technical requirements. Make a list of questions that need
to be asked. Ask questions that are not answered with a

yes or no to draw out more information.
You're looking for experience, interpersonal skills and

communications ability. Ask about specific items from the
applicant's résumé. The more an applicant discusses his
specific experiences, the better. It is important to listen.
There will be awkward silence at times, particularly if you
don't have enough questions prepared or you've allowed
the applicant to get away with a short answer.

SBE certification offers an easy means to qualify the
basic skill level of a broadcast engineer. It is also a real -

world test. I encourage you to make use of this resource
and rely on this certification as an objective indicator of
skills. The interview environment is too emotionally
charged and tense to expect an applicant to accurately
depict his or her ability. Listening to the applicant's
answers and following up with the provided references
will give you a better overall picture of ability.

If you are fortunate, you'll have the problem of choos-
ing between several qualified people. This decision
often lies more with how you think the person will
interact with your environment than with any objective
measure. A successful employee is more a result of an
environmental fit than technical skill. Good luck building
your staff and growing the industry.

Barry Thomas is the director of engineering for Comedy World,
Los Angeles.
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Engineering

Care of transmission lines
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

M( >st radio engineers will agree that after the
antenna and ground system, transmission lines
are probably the most neglected item. For both

AM and FM, the towers and their associated components
don't appear to do much. Consequently, much of the
transmission system receives no attention.

While most of the transmission line installed outdoors
is flexible line, rigid line is common for inside installa-
tions. Because rigid line rarely has a jacket, damage can
be easily seen.

An Ice bridge protects lines from falling ice and any other debris.

Most AM stations have several hundred feet of coaxial
cable either buried underground or suspended above-
ground on a support system. Buried lines make a cleaner-

looking antenna site and incur a reduced risk of vandal-
ism. Current practice leans toward buried cables. Mainte-
nance on above -ground cables must include a very
careful mechanical inspection for signs of attempted cuts
or bullet holes.

Regardless of the distance between the transmitter
building and the tower, the condition of any coax run to
the ATU needs to be inspected. Sometimes it's under the
floor in a trough. Sometimes it runs over the top of the
transmitter cabinets.

Under -floor cable has been known to suffer from rodent
chewing and occasional flooding or even foundation
movement. Over -the -top cables often rest on hot cabinet
tops, and even the best materials sometimes suffer heat
exhaustion. Chewing, heat and/or mechanical strain can
produce a breakdown of insulation with resulting fire-
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works. There should not be any sharp bends, but if there
are any, be sure to check them for heating.

Ice protection is important for any coaxial cables within
the ice fall zone of the tower. This applies to flexible and
rigid lines. An ice bridge is cheap protection against
falling ice and any other debris from the sky.

It's very important to inspect cable runs regularly when
performing the tower/light inspection or maintenance
and to note their condition in the log.

Immediately after WWII, RG-17 was popular in AM
because there was plenty of it. This solid -dielectric cable
may still be found in some of the older and smaller AM
stations. It was a good cable, and many hams have used
it very successfully. However, it has fairly high loss, and
I don't know of many stations still using it.
If you are one of the few still using RG-17, the best

check is probably mechanical, looking for damage totlie
sheathing and possible corrosion in exposed areas. If a
TDR is available, and down time is permitted, it's a good
idea to check it out for any impedance discontinuities
caused by ill treatment over the years.

Long-term care
In the absence of uncontrolled excavations or back -hoe

work, buried cable should be reasonalbly safe for a
number of years. Nevertheless, I like to 4isconnect each
end of the line and measure its impedance with the far end
shorted. If this is done routinely, and goad records are
kept, signs of deterioration can often be und sooner.

At the same time, end couplings shoulji be checked
for corrosion. Sometimes copper strap tai(; been brazed
to the outer conductor at the antenn2en '1. If excessive
heat has been used, there is risk of diele, ric failure at
the brazing point.

Sometimes a strange abrasion ;

passes over a concrete or similar `opening;

here cable

been cases where vibration wai

found here

can wear a hole right through the
outer casing.

aro, vibration

or ventilation fan. These effect'

There have

For stations using dry ai P .

due to an air conditioner

lines, good engineering p-

i work slowly, but they can
catch up with a system.

of gas usage can often

tactice involves maintaining a

Of behavior. Regular logging

nitrogen in pressurized

ess_ .1.

:1 o

log of gas use or compr

help catch an incipient line leak.

ower work will not always en

leak. Again, a TDR can often
If leaks are suspected,
itself to finding the
pinpoint the probleq

In my opinion, FM'
tstation coaxial cables are

1

more
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RF Engineering

Regular cable inspections can prevent small
problems trom becoming major catastro-
phes. Cable connectors. ground attachments
and mounting hardware all must be checked
regularly.

susceptible to cable damage. I've seen a number of FM
installations where the drum of cable was delivered and

mounted, and installation
commenced without
proper precautions and
raising materials. If a prop-
er cable hoist grip is not
used, the cable ends can
be damaged. Wild, fast
hauling of cable can break
it, stretch it or change its
diameter enough to pro-
duce impedance disconti-
nuities. At the same time,
correct, properly -spaced
cable supports must be
used to prevent stretching
of suspended sections.

It is becoming more dif-
ficult to make antenna
and transmission line
measurements at multi -
tower antenna or trans-
mitter installations. How-
ever, if they can be sched-
uled, TDR checks are
extremely worthwhile.
Developing antenna

problems will often be discovered, and poor connections
and other discontinuities will be found.

Special attention
Coax that has been spliced should always be suspect

if there appears to be a cable problem. Although
splicing kits do an excellent job once the cable has
been cut and a new piece spliced, there is always the

risk of an air leak or a less -than -perfect metallic splice
that can heat up and burn.

If a transmission line to an AM DA has to be spliced, it
is essential to be sure the total length is not changed by
adding the new piece of cable. A change of only a few feet
can produce an antenna monitor reading that is outside
acceptable limits.

In the field of DAs, another kind of transmission line
should not be forgotten: the antenna sample line. A
critical array, or even a regular type approved system
using specially tempered sample line, must be inspected
regularly. Should a line be damaged, the same type of line
must be used for the replacement.

Buried sampling lines require the same care as transmis-
sion lines. Unfortunately, damage often occurs to lines
and ground systems when trucks are driven through the
area. Splicing a new piece of line or repairing a broken
line is not a good idea. It can be done, and often seems
to work quite well, but splices have a habit of causing
trouble after a while.

It is common for all sampling lines to be of the same
length and material for ease of adjustment. The FCC even
requires it in some installations. This means that a length
of standard coax can't replace a piece of special monitor
cable. Remember that all of the antenna monitor cables
must experience the same environment. If some cables are
too long, they have to be buried in the same manner as the
remainder and should not be left lying on the ground.
Transmission line maintenance pays off in routine opera-
tions, but especially on a cold snowy night in winter. 4

E-mail John at: batcom@bright.net.
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World Class FM transmitters
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RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!
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the high efficiency of a tetrode. The result is a state-of-
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"Our web atints rely on us to deliver
the highest quality streaming audio.

That's why we chose the 4phex 2020."

Andrew Rosenberg - Director )f Studio Engir
John Patti - Director of Audio/Video

Casey Fuller - Assistant Audio frg
Westwind Med!a.com - Deny . CI

Westwind Media.com is a leading digital audio provider
for Internet communities such as Lycos, iVillage.corn, Fidelity
Investments, TheStreet.com and PeopleWeb. These clients demand
the best, and Westwind's audio engineering department ensures that
level of performance...even on connections as slow as a 28.8 dial up!

"We've tested other processors and nothing comes close to the
consistently high audio quality and loudness of the 2020".

The Aphex 2020 is a digitally controlled analog prccessor that is
configurable as the high quality, cost-effective, one box solution for
FM, Satellite Uplink, Mastering and Webcasting.

"It was no surprise to us that the number ore

FM station n town also uses the 2020 -

it's the nest sounding p-ocessor
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API4EX Improving the way the world sounds
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The computing future
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

It s alwa) s tun to \\ rite about the tutuie of technology
because it permits us to combine reality with imagi-
nation. It has been said that the best way to predict the

future is to look into the past. To put it into perspective,
many of the products you'll use in two years haven't
been invented yet.

When I started in this business more than 28 years ago,
many transmitter sites were still manned, logs were

recorded manually and state-of-the-art auto-
mation used multiplayer cart machines

along with several reel-to-reel play -

Consider

ers. Originally, a simple relay -
based control ladder oper-

ated many of these sys-
tems. While solid-
state components

CPUs continue their
evolution by becoming

faster and more efficient.

were found in most devic-
es, the consensus among many

engineers was "anything that
doesn't use relays can't possibly

last." That mindset changed quickly,
hut the point is that this industry has

ilways been slow to adopt new technology.
that the majority of radio stations jumped on

the Internet bandwagon only within the last three to five
years, much later than other industries, even newspa-
pers. Radio has consistently lagged behind other indus-
tries in its application of new technologies by a factor of
five years or more. Given this trend, predicting the future
of computing in our industry is easy. Look at what is hot
now and, chances are, you'll be using some of it in the
next year or two.

It's about the CPU
The good neccs is that CPUs are getting faster while

consuming less power; the bad news is that you can't buy
programs to take advantage of that power. In 1965,
Gordon Moore predicted the number of transistors on a
chip would double each year. That prediction was
updated in 1995 to transistors doubling every two years.We
know this theory as Moore's axiom, and it has held
remarkably true for nearly 40 years. The software guys
didn't have such a visionary. In most cases, operating
systems are the limiting factor for application perfor-

mance. Don't believe it? Find two PCs cith identical
hardware and attach them to the same segment of a
network. Load one with any of the current flavors of
Windows and another with Linux. Using any of the
network sniffer analyzer program and a large uncom-
pressed file, measure the network throughput of the file
as it transfers from each machine. You'll notice the Linux
machine will always perform faster due to the additional
overhead required by various operating systems.

As usual, this year's Comdex in Las Vegas became the
venue for the Silicon Valley's finest to unveil the latest and
greatest technologies. Several manufacturers announced
the availability of workstations using the Intel Pentium 4
chip for less than $2,000. The Pentium 4 chip currently
touts operating speeds of 1.4- and 1.5GHz, both of which
surpass AMD's Athlon. One drawback of the P4 chip is its
inability to support dual processor configurations that are
found on high -end workstations and lower -end servers.
Currently, the P4 will only work with Rambus memory. It
is expected these issues will be worked out with the next
generation of the P4.

Not to be outdone, AMD announced a new series of
chips with names like Duron, Mustang, Palomino, Mor-
gan, Thoroughbred and Appaloosa. Although the Clydes-
dale and Quarter Horse are noticeably missing from the
series, these chips promise speeds starting at 1.2GHz and
will increase to over 2GHz by the first half of 2002.

A new player, Transmeta, introduced the Crusoe series
of chips. Although the company's approach is to produce
chips that work more efficiently and consume far less
power than what is currently available, these chips are
considered under -powered at 500MHz. The speed of the
chip is expected to increase to 700MHz during the fast
quarter of 2001. Clearly, these chips are poised to address
the next generation of computing appliances, particularly
the devices that will combine your mobile phone, Palm -
Pilot and laptop computer. It is just a matter of time.

One thing is true: the introduction of any new processor
always leads to a significant price drop for current
systems. We should see the 1GHz Pentium 3 systems
available for less than $1,000 by January.

I believe we have finally reached a performance plateau
with the currently available hardware. At this point,
upgrading your system from a Pentium 3 to one of these
faster systems would likely not provide any significant
speed improvement. The next generation of operating
systems and applications will provide that next -level
performance, but don't expect to see it soon.
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UNLESS YOU'RE USING REALAUDIO 8,
IT JUST WON'T SOUND RIGHT.

Sometimes Internet audio doesn't exactly come out sounding like it was neant

to sound. You need RealAudio" 8. It captures more of the highs and low> n the

music before it leaves the station. In fact, nearly 9 out of 10 people t2sted
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paying. It just adds up. Better sound and better use of bandwidth equals
better business. Let us show you how to put RealAudio 8 to work for you.
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0 2000 RealNetworks Inc. All Rights Reserved. RealNetworks, RealA_Iclio and the Real logo are registered
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Next Wave
High-speed Internet access

Rather than the speed of the hard-
ware, the future of computing will be
determined by the speed of Internet
access. Aside from its rich source of
information, the Internet will also pro-
vide the applications that we current-
ly purchase at the store. Moreover,
high-speed access will finally permit
the PC to become a viable multimedia
device, allowing playback and deliv-
ery of flicker -free audio and video.

The FCC has released statistics abou-
the availability of high-speed Internet
access (a minimum of 200kb/s in both
directions). The use of high-speed
lines connecting small businesses and
homes has increased by 57 percent.
or 4.3 million lines, since 1999. DSL
use increased 157 percent to 1 million
lines, with other delivery methods
such as wireless, fiber, satellite and
wired services increasing at least 18
percent in the first half of this year.
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Wireless Internet
connectivity is commonly
available in many areas.

Although USL service is available in
most large metros, it is physically
limited by the cable length from the
central office. Cable delivery is limit-
ed to those systems that have the
proper infrastructure, and many sys-
tems are not capable of data delivery.

Several new companies are provid-
ing alternative wireless high-speed
access for homes and businesses. Wire-
less systems are easy to deploy and
typically cover a large footprint with-
out the expense typically associated
with wires. This market is also driven
by a combination of falling equipment
prices and the availability of carrier -
class, designed to operate in the unli-
censed ISM and UNII bands.

Teligent and Winstar are providing
businesses with wireless voice and
high-speed data at costs less than
that of the local bell company. Tech-
nologies like Bluetooth seamlessly
integrate your Palm device with the
Internet. E-mail can be checked from
your pager. Web access and e-mail
are available on your PCS phone.
And a new technology called 3G is
expected to be deployed in this
country in the next 2 years, extend-
ing the data capabilities of your mo-
bile phone to allow high-speed con-
nections while driving.

All this amounts to better perfor-
mance, reliability and lower costs.
I look forward to the future.

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant
on computer technology, is president of
Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

All of the Next Wave articles have been
approved by the SBE Certification Commit-
tee as suitable study material that may
assist your preparation for the SBE Certi-
fied Broadcast Networking Technologist
exam. Contact the SBE at (317) 253-1640
for more information on SBE Certification.

I
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Installation
Profile

Salem LA Chooses
Symetrix 528E

Available through Harris Broadcast
800-622-0022

fax 513-459-3890
broadcast(' harris.com

www.harris.com

When Salem Los Ange-
les built its new stu-
dios, the talk studio

was built to be functional as well
as visually attractive. This includ-
ed large windows for easy view-
ing in and out of the studio. Unfor-
tunately, this architectural deci-
sion resulted in an acoustic prob-
lem. The room had a reverberant
sound that was obvious when
more than one microphone was
in use. Since covering the win-
dows was not a practical option,
another solution was needed. Mark
Pallock, Salem Los Angeles chief
engineer, explains.

"We built a huge talk studio with
glass on three sides. When we
turned all six mics on at one time,
a horrendous acoustical feedback
resulted from sound bouncing off

the glass. It sounded like everyone
\\ As speaking inside a tunnel." The
cure to the problem was the down-
ward expander in the 528E. Pallock
continues, "The mic processor elec-
tronically shuts off the mics that are
not being used. It works very well."

The 528E is a self-contained voice
processor that performs six separate
functions: microphone preamplifica-
tion, de-essing (sibilance removal),
compression/limiting, downward
expansion, parametric equalization
and voice symmetry alignment. All
six processors may be used simulta-
neously. While the 528E is called a
voice processor, it is perfectly suited
for any audio signal. The unit in-
cludes a mic-level input and a line -
level input. A front -panel switch se-
lects the input source.

In all, the Salem facility has eight
units installed in its studios including
the Symetrix 528, the predecessor to
the 528E. The four stations, KKLA-FM,

KEZY-AM, KIEV -AM and KFSF-FM,
all use different microphones including
the AKG C-647, Electro-Voice R-20,
Neumann TP-103 and Sennh2iser
MKH-416. The 528E provides just
the right amount of processing to
make each microphone sound great.

Pallock points out that each station
uses each processor differently. "On
KKLA we are only using the down-
ward expander. On one AM we are
using the equalization. That station
has a very narrow antenna bandwidth.
The equalization helps us achiewe a
very punchy sound on the air. The
528E gives us a loud and clean sound."

Each processing section of the 528E
features a full complement of con-
trols in an easy -to -use layout. Sepa-
rate LED meters monitor microphone
gain and dynamics gain reduction
functions to facilitate quick and ac-
curate adjustment of controls. As a
dedicated single -channel voice pro-
cessor, the 528E delivers the same
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processing power found
in a recording studio sig-
nal chain. With the 528E
you get the ccntrol you
need, without the cost
or ccmplicaticn of sep-
arate units.

Eadi processing func-
tion is routed to the
next via the rear -panel jacks. A
front -panel switch enables a hard-
wire bypass of the section, but the
rear panel jacks can be used to
setup the processing sections in a
diffe -ent order. While not often
used, this does provide another
lever of flexibility to the 528E.

The 528E works with any profes-
sional microphone. The mic
preamp's gain is variable up to 60dB,
and 48 volt phantom power is pro-
vided for condenser mics. A switch -
able 15dB pad reduces gain in front
of the mic pmamp to prevent dis-
tonion in super close micing situa-

tions. A front panel switch selects
between microphone or lint input.
Both inputs are transformerLss and
are equipped with filters to ?revent
radio frequency interference (RFI).

The Symetrix program -controlled
Integrated Dyna:nics Processing
(IDP) techniques combine t ie best
attributes of compressor/limiters aiad
downward expanders. The com-
pressor/limiter maintains t n donna

levels while the downward expand-
er eliminates pumping, breathing
and noise build-cp. Because it is

program controlled, the 52EE's dy-
namic range processor respon _Is

KIEV 870 A m

KLA 995Fm

quickly to transients and gent!)
to smaller evel chang2.s. The
controls provided are Expand
Threshold, Compress Threshold.
and Compression tat o. The
three -hand parametric equalizer
performs both creatie and cor-
rective operations, witli band-
width variable from octaves
:o 4 octaves, 15d3 liccs-!cut and
overlapping frequency -tinges.

Regardless of jour caoice in
microphones, the 528E can make
inexpensive micmph roes sound
great and Nigh -quality micro
phones sourd cv

Advertisement Decembe- 2C )0 BE Radio



Update
Focus on enforcement
By Harry Martin

The Chief of the FCC Enforcement Bureau recently
reminded all licensees that a renewed rule-en-
forcement effort at has been undertaken in the last

12 months and that the FCC fully intends to continue the
aggressive effort. The FCC conducted a bureaucratic
shuffle last year that increased the agency's investment
in enforcement. In his recent speech, the Chief of the
new Enforcement Bureau restated that violators will be
subject to "serious" consequences and that enforcement
will be speedy.
The Mass Media Bureau Chief admonished licensees

who, in the context of an investigation, adopt the tactic
of providing incomplete or indirect responses to FCC
agents. The Chief advised all stations to respond in a clear
and straightforward manner. The FCC has stated clearly
that failure to fully cooperate may have more serious
consequences than the rule violations themselves.

Main studio rule reprieve. The FCC Commissioners
overturned a fine by the Enforcement Bureau under the
main studio rule. In January the Bureau assessed a $7,000
fine against an AM station for failing to have sufficient
staff at its studios during normal business hours. The AM
station asked the Enforcement Bureau to reconsider its
decision, in part because the station was relying upon a
checklist it had downloaded from the FCC. The checklist
did not mention the main studio staffing standard. The
Bureau refused to reconsider its decision and stood by its
fine. The station appealed directly to the FCC Commis-
sioners who, in a brief order, noted that the station made
a good faith effort, overturned the Bureau's decision, and
canceled the fine.

FCC "Knows It When It Hears It." An owner of two FM
radio stations was fined $14,000 ($7,000 per station) for
indecent broadcasts. In the first incident, the station aired
a joke which contained no curse words and no descrip-
tion of any excretory or sexual activity, but relied upon
innuendo which required the listener to infer what was
happening. The FCC stated that innuendo alone may be
patently offensive and fined the station because the
punch line of the joke inescapably referred to sex. In the
other case, a listener wrote to the FCC and, without a tape
recording or transcript of the aired segment, described
what the listener remembered from the on -air exchange.
The on -air exchange involved a certified clinical thera-
pist who described certain sexual activities in clinical
terms. However, the FCC noted that the on -air person-
alities were supplying additional commentary and noises
which turned the segment from a clinical discussion into
an indecent broadcast.

LPFM reconsideration order
In September the FCc ',sued an order which dealt with

the petitions for reconsideration filed against its new
LPFM rules. In its order, the FCC refused to require LPFM
stations to provide third -adjacent channel interference
protection to full -power stations, and adopted new
procedures for handling interference complaints.

The new complaint procedures apply when a full -
service station receives complaints of new interference
from one percent of listeners in the area most likely to
receive interference. Any such interference complaints
that cannot be worked out between the LPFM and full -
power stations would go into an FCC proceeding to be
resolved within 90 days.

Although some broadcasters commended the Commis-
sion for adding the interference complaint procedures,
others are concerned that the procedures will be slow and
ineffective. Other broadcasters complained that the re-
consideration order fails to protect public radio translators.
The order specifically rejected a request from National
Public Radio to allow translators that interfered with the
right to have LPFM stations taken off the air.
The reconsideration order also (1) provides an excep-

tion to the third -adjacent channel interference rule when
necessary to protect radio reading services for the blind,
(2) does not modify LPFM power levels, (3) will not alter
requirements for noncommercial operations, and (4)
refuses to modify the Commission's previous decision
denying LPFM licenses to unrepentant pirates. Further,
the order revises the Commission's ownership rules to
(1) allow one party to own multiple LPFM stations where
there are no competing applications, (2) allow public
transportation agencies and others to operate a string of
LPFM stations, and (3) allow universities with multiple
campuses and school districts with multiple high schools
to have multiple licenses. f
Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@lhh-telcomlawcom.

Dateline
Unless the new EEO rules are invalidated by the

Washington, DC, Circuit Court of Appeals, stations in the
following states will be required to place their annual
EEO Public File reports in their public files and on their
websites on or before February 1, 2000: Arkansas,
Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey,
New York and Oklahoma. Biennial ownership reports
will be due for the same states, also on February 1.
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Vector POTS Codec 1
t.i

The ultimate remote broadcast
machine for POTS (Plain Old
Telephone Service).

Nexus ISDN Code(
ISDN doesn't need to be difficult
tc sound great! The Nexus is an
inexpensive ISDN solution which
delivers low -delay. 15 kHz audio.

44k
-

Hotline PCTS-Cocle
The broadcast industry stardard
for plain tel?phone line remotes.

Broalcaster's General Store
2480 S. E. 52nd Street, lojelOcala. FL 34480-7500 II IN

whorwirtionciek (3521522-'700 Fax: 352-629-7000 ANS

www.comrex.com Email: bgEbuck@atlantic.net www.bgsfl.com
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Like the Internet, radio has
grown. It has grown to a

medium that is more than jist
audio delivery. Radio in its
current form is capable of

high -quality stereo audio and
(at ieast for FM) subcarrier

services for additional audio or

data. The boom of Internet -
:elated businesses has forced
radio to stay competitive in a
barrage of multimedia events.

The Internet has pr9vid....d
radio with many possibilities
that can be used internally as

wall as for the listeners benefit.

www.beradio.com



Akoo corn's new Kima lets you
enjoy your favorite Internet audic
virtually anywhere, anytime, and
free f-om your computer.

Revolutionize your Access
to Internet

Audio!

Call us at this number or visit our wet
site to learn more about Kima: and the

Kimat Affiliate Pro gran -

se log

Jse Ki-na* to wirelessly send
ntemet audio and d gftal music
from your PC: to any stereo
or portable radio system of yoJr
choice up to -,000t. Kima even
sends digital audio delivered
originally by satellite and cable
televis on sources.

That means you can enhance
your Internet audio experience
anywheee in or around your home,
outdoors. or in the workplace.

888-566-AKOO(2566)
www.akoo.com/kima
Circle (121) on Free Info Card or online al www.ber3dio.com



The Internet is graphica ly based.
Radio has never before enjoyed the
possibilities of visual elements. While
access via a handheld device such
as a PDA limits graphic display,
even these interfaces allow a new
level of interaction.

Because radio is audio entertain-
ment, it lends itself to doing other
things while listening. Offices are find-
ing new listeners thanks to the omni-
present high -bandwidth connections.
While most IT departments frown on
the use of the bandwidth, Internet
radio has given many stations a new
path to the office desktop.
While most office listeners are not

actively visiting the station's website
during the day, the audio element

vide more information onscreen while
listening. This information can be pro-
gram -related information, such as artist
and song information, or non -program -

related, such as ads.
I won't even ask if

your station has a
website. The pro-
cess of registering a
domain and creat-
ing a basic Internet
presence is so easy
there is little excuse
for not having some-
thing online. Before
adding any of the
enhancements mentioned

but if it cannot be downloaded, it is
all lost. If you have the resources to
create these complex sites, you
should be able to just as easily create

The Web is already being used
successfully. as a.distribution

 medium to the listener. Internet
radio.listening continues to

increase, as does the number of
Internet radio stations.

above,
there are some basic elements that
every website should have.

Stations can use wireless Internet connectivity to nrovide listeners with additional information
even if they are not listening online.

alone creates an opportunity for sta-
tions. Other Internet listeners may
be actively online conducting other
business (or non -business) activity.

The online aspect of radio can
change traditional listening habits by
bringing the station forward from a
background source. For this audi-
ence, there are many new technolo-
gies and services available to pro -

Not everyone has a high-speed
connection. DSL, cable modems and
other high-speed connections are
becoming more common, but there
are those users that can only obtain a
28.8kb/s connection reliably. Typi-
cally, these users will also have a
slower processor. Creating a website
with hundreds of images and Flash
animation can be visually stunning,

a site that is friendly for slower con-
nections and even PDAs. If your
server cannot automatically detect
what capability the user has, start
with a splash page that lists the
available site options.

The Web is already being used
successfully as a distribution medium
to the listener. Internet radio listen-
ing continues to increase, as does the
number of Internet radio stations.
Arbitron now routinely publishes In-
ternet radio ratings. The Internet lis-
tening audience is different from the
terrestrial listening audience. Stations
that simulcast their air signal online
can resell the same advertising time
by using ad insertion technology.
This allows a station to create an
additional revenue stream. This idea
can be taken one step further with
targeted ad insertion. Both of these
concepts are explained in Webcasting
on page 46.

I use the Web quite often for
getting general information about a
company or a product, and I am
always amazed at the number of
sites that do not make it easy for
me to contact the company. An
online form is handy, but complete
contact information is essential.
Most station sites have a page with
contact information for the air tal-
ent. Be sure to include a page with
contact information for the entire
staff. If nothing else, provide the
phone number for the front desk.
Some of your site visitors may be
interested in more than photos of
the morning show.
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Featuring
the latest news from
the publications you respect,
WaveForm has breaking news,
prcduct reviews, tutorials, and
techniques forp rofessionals
involved in broadcast. This colorful,
html-enhanced newsletter also
showcases the latest news and
product demos from the leading B2B
streaming news source, DMN TV.

Featured sites:

BERadio.com
DTVBuyer.com
HDTVBuyer.com
WBEOnline.com
BroadcastEngineering.com

bringing the latest
news and information from the
broadcast marketplace FREE to

your desktop every week.

http://www.digi:almedianet.corn/registerhtrri
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Look at other sites, and see what
other stations are doing. Because the
Web is global, be sure to look out-
side your own market for ideas.
Other items that can be considered
for inclusion on your site are an
events calendar, station information
such as history and coverage area,
the station's current playlist, local
information such as weather and
news, and information on current
promotions and contests.

Studioe-1
The RJ-45, CAT -5 Analog/Digital
Shielded Wiring Solution.

More than just air
Creating additional con-

tent for the Web can be a
challenge. If you are
streaming audio, consid-
er airing additional mate-
rial and not just recycling
(or repurposing) the air
signal. With voice track-
ing so common in most
on -air playback systems,
special features can be

6ci Heron Drive
Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 phone
(856) 467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com

More information on the Virtual Public File
can be found at

www.beradio.com/html/2000/June/
features/virtualPublic/06virtualPublic.htm.

created with minimal effort.
Regardless of what you are doing

online, update the site often. Nothing
is worse than a stale website except a
perpetual under construction page. If
you post a link that says "coming
soon," the anticipated feature should
be waiting in the wings. If it's more
than a day or so away, remove the
link. Also, try to redesign the look of
the site frequently. Regular content
updates will help keep the site fresh,
but changing some of the static ele-
ments will also keep it interesting.

Earlier I mentioned having content
available for a variety of user connec-
tion rates. Creating three complete
sites is not an efficient use of avail-
able resources. If possible, do not
rely on static HTML for everything
posted. Database -driven sites can re-
duce the workload and eliminate
posting errors. By updating a data-
base, information can be posted once
and recalled many times without the
need to list and update the same
information repeatedly.

A new use for a station's website is
posting parts of the station's Public
File. The June 2000 issue of BE Radio
covered the details of the changes in
the FCC rules. (Read the story online

Circle (123) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Mics, Amps
Mixers

Speakers
Keyboards,

DJ Gear,
deo, Software

and Morel

or the best catalog
in the business!
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OFULL COMPASS

-356-
corn

AUDIO  VIDEO  A/V  LIGHTS
608-831-7330  Fax: 608-831-6330

8001 Terrace Ave.  Middleton, WI 53562

tr411314APIXf
The Xpress order dlrision of Full Compass.
Call 800-476-9886 from 6 a.m, to 10 p.m. CST weekdays
and 10 a.m. to 6 pin. CST weekends!

Aliov

Deals
Your L. ski

Checked(

www.fullcompass.com
for the latest sales

and closeouts!
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s Better Than One!
The new dual -processor X-2 series Smartcasters
have great features such as drag and drop digital
editing, optional touch screens, point and click con-
trol of all the station audio, and many other fine
Windows features. But, the audio playback and
record process is handled by an entirely different
processor that provides months of on air reliability.
They are built in one heavy-duty rack mount chas-
sis. It's a fine quality piece of broadcast equipment.
Contact us for more information.

Phone: 800 747-6278 -

Fax: 800-398-8149 411/4b

info@smartsbroadcast.co
www.smartsbroadcast.com



at www.beradio.com/html/2000/
June/features/virtualPublic/
06virtualPublic.htm.)

Maintaining a station's website can be
a full-time job. It should be trusted to
someone who understands the sta-
tion's image and can carry it into
the Web presence. It may not be
practical for a station to main-
tain its own site completely.
There are plenty of hosting
services that can assist in
keeping the site up-to-date.

Most of these providers offer tiered
service plans that can be tailored to
your station's needs. If this route is

chosen, be sure that any
content rights are cov-
ered. If you decide to

cancel the contract
with

Internet audio
appliances such as the
Kerbango tuner and Akoo
Kima help simplify Internet
radio listening.

the provider, don't be caJght
with the provider holding your
site hostage pending any con-
tracti.al settlements.

Direct station uses
The Web has many uses beyond

directly serving the listening audi-
ence. Real-time Internet audio deliv-
ery is not the most reliable service,
but there have been cases over the
past year where a program provider
has lost its main distribution means,
and the Web has been pressed into

service as a backup system.
Since radio is an aural
medium, some audio is

certainly better then no
audio at all.
Other station uses involve

file sharing and distribution
over the Web. Many larger

groups have intranets set up
to handle this, but not every

group can justify this step. The
Web is not a completely secure sys-

tem, so any sensitive files should be
kept clear of it. In most cases, there is
enough security to transfer files be-
tween facilities through one of several
methods. (To see how Clear Channel
is doing it, see Managing Technology,

ComStudy by RadioSoft.
Radio Mewing

At Its Best.

ti

r-

ti

ComStudy by RadioSoft sets a new standard for accu-

-
rate and efficient mapping of all radio signals.
ComStudy can bring a world of information about your
existing or planned signals right to your screen.
ComStudy 2 offers a lot...

X Fully integrated transmitter databases
I Fastest and most accurate calculations
11 AutDm-etic interference calculations
X Real time 3D displays

Area reliability studies
Accepted by the FCC
APCO coordination standard

O All FCC, TIA, and ITU procedures included

ComStudy offers breakthrough software at a fraction of
the cost of more cumbersome software programs. We'll

. even let yo-i test drive ComStudy for 15 days. Just call or
visit our website.

The World Leader In Radio Mapping Technology.
109 W. Knapp Avenue, Edgewater, FL 32132

Phone 1-888-RADI095 in the USA
Globally, phone 1.904.426.2521  www.radiosoft.com

RadioSoft Is A Customer Friendly Company.

Circle (127) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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BSW carries recorders from the most trusted names in pro audio. ro--n (DR and

multitrack machines to portable )AT and MiniDisc recorders, we have it at a great

low price. We even carry flash cad and hard disk recorders. Call and talk t) BSW today.

geStpric Sam

0 -

Eheribie xtendew

vottegar= kitztv

Let BSW Work to Your Advantage!

We offer a best advertised price guarantee ,

same day shipping of in -stock items , sales professionals

with real -world experience and sales hours from

9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Eastern Standard Time.

To Order Call

1-800-426-8434

3
PON 111.000/1/.

1112rmsmoommili
Welcome to

EtSW

Shop the BSW Sales Flyer at
www.bswusa.com

' call e see www.bswusa.com for details.
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ONLINE
September 2000.) E-mail and FTP
servers can be used for many station
needs. Even some of the Internet
storage sites can be used in a pinch.

If building it yourself is not eco-
nomical, services like those from
AudioSonix, InterMax and SpotTaxi
can make the file transfer load easier.
These services provide one-to-one
and one -to -many file distribution and
other features. One advantage is that
the upload/download process can

be automated to occur
at off-peak, or any other,
times. In the case of com-
mercial files, traffic data
can also be attached to
the packet.

Choices for
listeners
The listening audience

is presented with many different sourc-
es of entertainment. The Napster sce-

Dedicated appliances
take the function of a

table -top radio or boom
box, add an Internet

connection and provide a
simple way of receiving

Internet radio broadcasts.

One Question, Three Answers June P-11.2000 on badroaricast net

Thursday, June 8. 2000

Ta. OsH@loroodcostnel

Subject. BSI Experiences?

We are o small AM station considering

rnplementng 851 software to automate our
station It seems to have al the functonakly

that we would need. Is this o good solution?
Thanks tor your oput
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More than 2500 systems s
Software or complete systems starting a

* Windows 95.98. NT or 2000. free upgrad
Four -track audio editing
Traffic & Music import
SayTnne & SayTemp
Remote VoiceTraching

More than just software...
the EtS1 Series 300 System a a World Goss agrta

automation sokition for broadcast. From the Del 2450
base platform with dual redundant power supplies and

fast SCSI drives... to the cOvancea WayeStation digital

automation sothYare . the Series 300 is capable of tasks
that no other system can perform.

The entire dud studio system (double what you see here).
including two warkstaltns. flat screen monitors, network
switch and cableig .. is less than what the other guys

charge you for a single studio system of lesser quay.

Just $26,999... and that inchicles tree tech support, 3
year warranty, one-year of free software upgrades and
no recuntng fees.

Need Music) We've got more than 28,000 songs in a
dozen formats.

Too good to be true? Visit us at www bsiusa corn and see
fa yourself

ABroadcast
p Software

Bs.) International

Balled /551... it's ants,
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yet

1451 WittleStAtion. Pho
tfteir te04 support

is See!

www.bsiusa.com
888-bsiusa 1

nario opened the door to many legal
debates, but the system itself has
shown that the public has an interest
in immediate audio delivery. Finding
songs online and downloading them
to a personal audio player has an
appeal. Routinely creating song com-
pilations keeps the selection fresh to
the listener. Networks are designed
for file storage and sharing, and the
Internet is doing just that.

Having identified a potential ser-
vice, companies like Echo.com and
PCDJ.com have created an interface
for the listener to find, download
and sort the songs they want to
hear. These services can be seen as
a threat to conventional radio, since
they provide an alternate means to
obtain audio entertainment. How-
ever, an effort is still required to
obtain or program the material.
Radio stations could also use simi-
lar services to provide an on -de-
mand radio product.

Internet audio appliances also pro-
vide a bright promise for Internet
radio. Computers are good for many
tasks, but are overkill when used as
an audio receiver. Dedicated appli-
ances take the function of a table-
top radio or boom box, add an
Internet connection and provide a
simple way of receiving Internet
radio broadcasts.

Regardless of the medium, creat-
ing, storing and transmitting audio
content is a complex operation. Radio
has provided a continuous audio
stream since its inception. The Inter-
net provides a new transmission
medium that offers the opportunity
to supplement the presentation. At
the same time, the Web offers radio
a chance to create new sources of
revenue and new services for
its listeners.

Circle (129) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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everybody
wants in on a good thing

Join the growing
list of Radio Stations,
Networks, Studios
and Advertising
Agencies who have
discovered the best
way to send and
receive digital content.

NBN, USA Radio Networks, Business Talk Radio,
KJJK, KJWL,KKBT, KLKK, KRNN, KWFM, WAFY, WANA,

WCVR, WEIR, WFLY, WGCI, WGRG, WHDQ, WIKE,WIL-FM,
WJGR-AM,WJYY,WKXL,Vox Radio Group, WLLN, WOMC,

WORK, WVOM and many more.

Ask us how AudioSonix can create a new revenue
stream for your station or broadcast group.

media exchange
Download the free software at http://www.audiosonix.com

AudioSonix  PO Box 1127  Olney, MD 20830-1127  Toll Free 866 ASX-To Go

Circle (130) on Free Info Card or online at www beradic com
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Telos Systems and Omnia
equip XM Satellite Radio

nta
A Trios Compare

216-241-7225
fax 216-241-411)3

www.Trlos-Systems.tem
wwN.GmniaAudio.co-n
infoTelos-Systems.2om

Systems, makers of
industry-stLnciard digital

-Telephone systems for radio
and TV, has provided a Series
21)1 telephone sistem that
wit manage callers for 55
newly -built studios Lnd 120
Omnia-3 digital audio pro-
cessors that wi I I- elp shape
the sound of XM Satellite
Rad o's sound. X!4 satellite

Radio recent17- comple:ed its state -of -:he -art multi-

studio broadcast center in the Tech Corridor in
Washington, DC.

"Many brcadcast.15 ar derstand the benefits of
digital phone ecroments Michael Dosch,
Telos Systems' managing director. "The Series
2101 helps tk ern explo t those benefits, giving
them access to Lille numbers of incoming phone
lines, and le:s tl-_e z administer and shire those
lines betweer mu riple s:udios. It's the world's
first telephcn-e sysiem designed spccif cally for
large facilities "

The Telos Se ies 2:01 Multi -Studio 11- Ik4low Sys-
tem uses digiLa telepUone Lnes (ISDN FRI, T-1 or E-
1) to contro anti ;:istrib-re up to 1:.,0 incoming
callers dynarr is illy- across 11-e many stuc ios found in
today's larg2:- lroaccast facilities. The Series 2101
delivers excepional audio clarity for ore-ai- tele-

phone segments and talk shows through the use cf
sophisticated Digital Signal Processing (pioneered
for broadcast phone systems by Telos in 1985). In
addition, Lie use of digital telephone lines maintains
a true four -wire path from the caller's Central Office
to the radio studios for unmatched send/receive
separation Control of talk shows is also enhances
with faster, more precise call setup and line status
reporting, Caller ID support, and the ability tc
screen talk shows from remote locations using LAN
or WAN connections.

XM has also taken delivery of 120 new Omnia-3fm
Digital Audio Processors made by Omnia, a Telos
company. XM will use the Omnia-3fm to process the
100 channels of live satellite radio it will deliver to
subscribers Omnia digital audio processors have
become the choice of leading broadcasters in top
markets worldwide because of their ability to deliver
clear, loud audio without the digital aliasing artifacts
found in other, less sophisticated audio processors.
The all -digital Omnia-3fm provides superior 48kHz
samp:irg, time -band processing, AES/EBU inputs
and outputs, integrated clipper and composite filter,
and a digital stereo generator.

In early 2001, XM Satellite Radio will begin
beam:ng digital music, news, sports, talk and chil-
dren's programming directly from its two satellites
to vehicle, home and portable XM-ready radios
coast -to -coast.
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Introduc ig Omnia-3, the all -digital audio

processc- that offers all the clarity, punch

and raw power of the original Omnia. \t an

amazingly affordable price.

Omnia-.; includes standard features not found

anywherz else-like 48Itilz sampli ig, three -

band prccessing, digita audio inputs and

outputs. integrated composite clipper, and

a removable PC card th3t simplifies software

changes.

Impressike features aside, it's the sound that

will blow you away. Nc other audio processor

sounds as good as Omnia. That's why leading

broadcciters the world over choose Omnia to

boost ratings and crust the competition.
"s.....

For this much power-.)n the dial and in the

marketplace-you'd exiiiillito pay twi the

price. Put now, you doi't have to.

For the lame of your Omnia dealer, contact

us at + 1216.241.334:, or visit our web site at

,ww.oirmiaaudio.com.

With C voia, you. d And others follow.

Tabs Comma.),

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELANJ. 0
TEL: + I 216 241.33.43 FAX:

E -m

P-85354 ',REUSING GERMANY
TEL +49 81 61 42 467 FAX: +49 81 61 42 402

E-mail: infoeomniaaudio.com

*S3.580 (US) MSRP for Omnia-3fm model. Prices may be slightly higher
outside the U.S. due to duties. fre1,4ht and other costs.
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Establishing a

multimedia
presence

on the Web

By Kevin Nose and Ken Nose

There are a number of deci-
sions you need to make when
establishing a streaming

audio presence on the Web, and
there are several options for what
you can do and how you can do it.
Do you build it yourself or outsource
it? What sort of revenue models are out
there - how can you make money.
and how much will it cost? What
technologies are out there for getting
you on the air; how are they different
and what makes sense for you? The
answer to these questions will depend
on what your expectations are and
what you want to accomplish. Fortu-
nately, even though there are more
decisions to make, the process of

getting online is getting easier
as the number of more complete
services increases.

Different types
of streaming media

bile there are many vendors who
provide streaming media networks
and systems, they often refer to dras-
tically different ideas, such as on-

demand file delivery, which may or
may not be appropriate for broad-

casters looking to estab-
lish a streaming audio pres-

ence. For our purposes, we'll
describe streaming media as any-
thing that provides continuous audio
programming to listeners over the
Internet. In practical terms, all stream-
ing media technologies can be bro-
ken down into two basic approaches
and a third approach that is a combi-
nation of those two. The two basic
approaches can be described as live
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Over 1,000,000 times
a month creative professionals visit a

DigitalMediaNet.com community

Are you one
in a million?

DigitalMediaNet.com -
The latest information for digital media
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Webcasting
real-time streaming, where the au-
dio is encoded in real-time from a
live source and delivered directly to
the listener's player, and file stream-
ing, where listeners are sent a series
of pre -encoded files back to hack,
allowing the listener to hear contin-
uous programming.

content that you want to make avail-
able in the first place. Because you
are streaming your on -air signal, the
benefits of this approach are that you
have your signature station sound
and identity, and no additional effort
in programming or production work
is required for your Internet pres-

ence. The draw-
backs of this ap-
proach are that your
local advertise-
ments will be sent
to a potentially glo-
bal audience, a sit-
uation that may be
of limited interest
to both your adver-
tisers and your In-
ternet listeners.
This approach also
fails to take advan-
tage of the addi-

tional degree of interactivity that is
possible on the Internet, where in-
formation about your individual lis-
teners and their preferences is avail-

Ad/Content

Final Stream
To Webcast

Figure 1. Basic ad insertion allows the Internet radio audience to hear a

different commercial than the terrestrial radio audience.

Live real-time streaming is an ap-
proach that makes sense for radio
broadcasters, as the on -air signal for
your radio station is typically the

able to you and can be used to tailor
content or advertisements.
The next level in complexity in-

cludes systems that use a mixed
approach, where you have a live
real-time stream that can be inter-
rupted at key points to insert audio
ads or special Internet -only content.
The main motivation behind the de-
velopment of mixed systems has
been for ad insertion into live radio
broadcasts, which opens up new
opportunities for selling ads on your
Internet presence. There are two
ways in which this sort of ad insertion
is accomplished. Some systems al-
low you to do ad insertion at the
encoder, which means that an ad
server works in conjunction with your
station automation software to insert
Internet -only ads on the fly into the
encoded bitstream of your station's
audio. At the same time a local ad is
playing over the air, your Internet
feed plays an Internet -only ad. Since
the ad insertion is done at the encod-
er, all the Internet listeners will re -

EAST: Pittsburgh 724-733-1994, Philadelphia 888-26o-9298
WEST: California -North 888-737-7321, South 800-346-6434

NORTHWEST: Seattle 800-735-7051
SOUTHWEST: Texas 800-537-1801, 888-839-7373

CENTRAL: Missouri 800-467-7373
SOUTH: Florida, 800-476-8943

RF 5pecialtiec
www.rfspec.comrrj

"RF is GOOD for You!"
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Looking to Sell Equipment Online?

Your Internet
Storefront is Ready.

Right Now.

Imagine one online marketplace where
you can sell professional. digital -media
production equipment - without invest_ng
time and money in the sale. Now imagine
that you can leverage this powerful
sales tool right now - for free. That's
the reality of Digibid.

Solve Inventory Problems
Sell your individual components. overstock
items, discontinued products or trade-ins,
demo gear and more, with no hassles or
phone calls. Simply post them on Digibid
and get top dollar. It's that simple.

Visit Digibid Today
Thousands of smart
production professionals
turn to Digibid every day.
There's no better source
for relevant, timely
competitive intelligence
and industry -equipment
information. Visit today!

It's FREE to List Items
for Sale
You pay a commission
only after your item
sells. Digibid completely
handles the buyer side of
the transaction.To date,
we've more than 25,000
successful auctions.

Circle (135) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com

How to
Get Started
Just register online at
digibid.com.

Get a Branded,
Online Storefront
If your company is interested in a
higher level of promotion and exposure,
inquire about our setting up your own,
branded digital marketplace, leveraging
our state-of-the-art technology. We have
more than 21,000 registered users and more
than 90,000 unique monthly visitors.

digibid.co
IJ

an IndustryClick solution

a member of IndustryClick-
...we Mr.., club cm Ibe .01

E-mail: sales@digibid.com
Phone: 609-371-7833

©2000 Digibid. an IndustryClick community. All Rights Reserved.



Webcasting
ceive the same Internet -only ad. Two
examples of this are Real Broadcast
Network's live ad insertion system
and RCS' InSert, which both provide
a mechanism for substituting Inter-
net -only ads. An illustration of this
approach is shown in Figure 1.

Other mixed systems use an ap-
proach where the system uses knowl-
edge about the listener's geographi-
cal location and other demographic
information to drop in audio ads that

are specifically targeted for each lis-
tener. These systems require addi-
tional software on the network side
to determine information about the
listener and select the appropriate
ads (See Figure 2). To play the ads,
the player temporarily disconnects
from the live audio stream to down-
load and play the inserted ad files. It
then reconnects to the live stream
when the ads are done. From the
listener's perspective, the audio for

REMOTE MANAGEMENT FROM ANYWHERE

CONTROL IS GOOD.
IP2 IS BETTER.

IP2port uses standard TCP/IP networks and software for
remote management and control of real -world devices:

 Create control panels using web
browsers and receive alarm
notification via e-mail.

 Access your equipment from any

dedicated network or dial -up
Internet connection.

Aztec Radiomedia America
Tel: +1 703 875 9100 - Fax: +1 703 875 9161
E-mail: america@aztec-radiomedia.com

?Mk
14 1:a

AZTEC
R ADIOMEDIA

1)1L1rw (flour)

www.aztec-racliomedia.com

the inserted ads is continuous with
the live stream. The biggest techni-
cal hurdle to overcome with this
type of solution is synchronization,
as different network latencies make
it difficult to predict exactly where
you will drop back in to the live
stream when you reconnect. Be-
cause some of the major server and
player architectures weren't designed
with this type of synchronization in
mind, companies like SurferNet have
worked around these limitations by
coming up with a custom network
and their own player.

Since they don't make use of live
content from your on -air signal, sys-
tems that use file streaming are prob-
ably the most radical departure for
radio broadcasters. File streaming sys-
tems use pre -encoded files for all of
the program material, and typically
make use of playlists to instruct the
player on which files to download and

4111/1..

To play the ads, the
player temporarily

disconnects from the
live audio stream to

download and play the
inserted ad files.

play and in what order. Because the
files are played back to hack, the
listener experiences essentially con-
tinuous audio. Listeners can drop in at
arbitrary times and have the same
experience and can potentially skip
material they don't like. Programming
can still be tailored for different re-
gions and times of the day based on
how the playlists are generated. An
illustration of this is shown in Figure 3.

One advantage to file streaming
systems is that they make it easier for
you to support multiple channels or
program formats. Adding a new chan-
nel is as simple as encoding addition-
al audio files and coming up with
new playlists, potentially using some
of the same stored files in common
with other channels. Contrast this
with real-time streaming, which re -
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STUDER

Studer Creates Radio Broadcasting Solutions

Over the last SO years, Studer's name

has become synonymous with reliability.

Thousands of radio broadcasters all

over the world put their trust and

their professional reputations in our

hands. Because our technology

will not let them down.

Because it is by Studer. www.studer.ch

Studer
North America

Main Office:

Toronto, Ontario M38 2M3

Phone +1 416 510-1347

Fax +1 416 510-1294

eMail studer@mail.studr.ca

High quality for small budgets
Studer's legendary precision engineering is now available to radio

professionals in a compact ana inexpensive digital package.

The On -Air 1000 is a 10 -fader digital console with a large graphical

user interface and intuitive ergonomics. Sharing the same operating

philosophy and impressive feature set that has made the On -Air 2000 so

successful, the On -Air 1000 integrates seamlessly with radio automation

systems such as Studer's DigiMedia to provide the complete broadcast

solution.

-1-1LJIC7 E.:11=4

0

ri;i1111ntizaazaaa;

The new Studer On -Air 1001 Digital Broadcasting Console

Studer Headquarters. Switzerland I 1870 7S II / Direct Subsidiaries. Austria +43 1 865 16 76 C / France +33 I 45 14 47 80 / Germany +49 621 7 77 08-0 I UK +44 208 953 67 19 / japan +81 3 34 65 22 1 I I Singapore +6S 22S SI IS

Sales Offices: New York +1 917 439-5824 Nashville +1 615 300-4827 Los Angeles +I 818 841-4600
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Webcasting
quires a separate encoder with con-
tinuous audio streams fed to your
servers for each audio source you
wish to provide. It is interesting to
note that an increasing number of
Web -only broadcasters are using the
file streaming approach because it

can be done more in the computer
domain and requires less in the way
of on -air studio facilities and out-
board audio gear.

On the network delivery side, file -
streaming systems have one signif-
icant advantage over live real-time

Ad Insertion

Radio
Station

Audio
Web Server

Transmitter

Web Ad to entire web audience

Radio Ad to entire radio audience

Targeted Ad Insertion ,...rrimumrpri-wrormoripi
,1111111.11110WWWW1.11

,pgyviirrevimprzmrwriempoilAudi()
Web Server

transmitter

Radio Ad to entire radio audience

Figure 2. The basic concept behind targeted ad insertion. Demographic info is used to send specific
ads to specific listeners. Graphic concept courtesy of RCS.

streaming - they can take advantage
of networks built for streaming multi-
media files. Because a live stream is
continuously generated in real-time,
you can't take advantage of caching
at edge servers and some of the
other tricks and distribution schemes
that multimedia networks use to
ensure fast delivery of files. On the
downside, the user experience with
file streaming systems is less refined
than a typical radio broadcast, as
there may be gaps between audio
files, and you loose the ability for
different types of segues.

Build it yourself, or
outsource?

It wasn't long ago that to get your
station's audio on the Internet you
had to purchase and set up encoders,
pay for bandwidth at an ISP, and set
up your own servers. Now there are
a growing number of providers who
will take care of all of that for you,
typically offering complete turnkey
solutions. Because there are so many

What is to become
of those who wait

to go digital? liga
Going digital

means
gomg Prophet.

Now, targeted ad insertion and Internet streaming from a name you've trusted for over a decade ...
Prophet Systems Innovations. Create new revenue opportunities for your clients with targeted Internet
only ads.

Introducing- StreamCast
Inteimiet Radio

StreamCast1=02

NexGen
 MI ffeM r310
Broadcast

CD/Extractoruirmwm AudioForrnat WANE=12=t5imicasn VoiceTRAC

Audio Format Converter T" - Quickly and easily convert audio files for NexGen Digital MA
Broadcast. Compress audio files from PCM to MPEG 1, layer 2. Configurable compression
level, normalization, silence trimming, and system settings.

Crystal Bann' -Archiving audio just got easier. Crystal Ball archives audio from as many
as four stations to one computer, using Digital Audio Tapes (DAT).
Integrated Editors - Enhanced interfaces allow you to integrate SAW Pro, Cool Edit and
Orban editors, automatically converting the data for use in NexGen Digital'!" Broadcast.

CD/ExtractorTm - Build music libraries easily. Multiple CD-ROM drive support, improved
extraction speed, enhanced CDDB Internet access, comprehensive track editor and
expanded configuration options.

VoiceTRACT'A - Record a four hour shift in under an hour that sounds live and local!
WANcastingTM - Transfer data across systems and stations via NexGen Digital'!"

Broadcast.

tttttttttt 11:1

PROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations
877/774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

Prophet Systems Innovations, setting the standards for digital automation in the broadcast industry.
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HDR24/91. MACKIE'S NEW 24 TRACK RECORDER.

WORKS WITH ANY MIXER. NO EXTRA

OR SOFTWARE NEEDED.DiILYA 4;

NOW SHIPPING!
Honest. No, really! Trust us. Okay, don't
trust us. Visit your nearest Mackie Digital
Systems dealer and see for yourself.

0
C

C
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HDR24/96 editing Into rEs include

8 takes per track with icndestruc ide zom ring, nonde-

structive cut/copy' 3rtE of track!, region , drag -and -

drop fait 3 cressfades, lx/2x/

4x/8x0lx wev.brm views,

cursor scrub loca-

tors and lans.... with 999

undos - on without requi--

ing an extierial computer'

Coming soon: exter:ded .)SP procmirg and editing func-

tions.
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 Built -4a 20 -gig Ultra -DMA bird disk plus front panel

bzy or additional easily ava fable W (lout drives

 Intu live analog tape deck irterface and monitor ng

 Syn to SMPTE, MIDI, Black Burst, without extra cards

 Ulli-nited HDR24/% linking! Sync t, 12, 96, 128 or
irore tracks sample accurately

 95k -it recording via software upda2 and optionzl

%Hz I/O cards

 Cig 121 8  Bus I/O cards- nix anc match!

 IS -inch disk drive for software up-

graJes & tempo map import ng

 Fa: Ethernet port built-in

 lenotes available.

www.mackie.com

 24 tracks...24-bits

 Built-in full -feature digi-
tal workstation editing

Affordable pull-out media

 Built-in SVGA, mouse &
keyboard ports

 Built-in 100BaseT Ethernet

New hard disk recorders are
popping up all over the place.

Our new HDR24/96 is the
only recorder with built-in
nondestructive graphic
waveform editing. Just plug
in a mouse, keyboard and
SVGA monitor to view all
recorder parameters on
screen in real time. Enjoy
complete editing control
with unlimited levels of
undo, drag -and -drop cross -
fades with 9 preset com-
binations plus fade/crossfade
editor. And look forward to
more powerful DSP-based
editing features in the near
future.

The HDR24/96 uses pull
out Ultra -DMA hard drives
and $29 removable car-
tridges-so affordable that
you can keep one for each
project-over 90 minutes
of 24 -track recording time
costs less than a reel of
2 -inch tape!

Call or visit our website for
info on the new HDR24/96.
Shipping now from Mackie
Digital Systems.



Webcasting
Server X

Server Y

Server Z

Final Stream to
Webcast for Playlist 1

Playlist 1

Song 1
Ad 1

1"171117 Ad 2
Song 2

Time

Figure 3. An Internet stream can be created by streaming files into a
playlist. The audio source files can originate from different audio servers.

different types of services available
now, some of which are cheaper than
what it would cost to build it yourself
or available for free, you need to look
at several factors in deciding which
one might make sense for you. The
main areas you need to take into
account when comparing services
are the revenue model or cost of
service, number of simultaneous lis-
teners supported, coverage of pub-
lishing fees, and specialized features
or services offered that affect the

listener experience.
The cost for a com-

plete system can
range from expen-
sive monthly fees to
zero cost (in ex-
change for airtime ad
bartering, revenue
share on the Internet
audio and/or banner
ad insertion). Some
multimedia service
providers charge
based on the total

number of bytes moved to the end
user, which might not make sense for
continuous streaming radio stations. It
is worth shopping around, as the
model in use in the industry is moving
towards cheaper or zero -cost solu-
tions where you are expected to
make money from sharing profits on
Internet ads.

It is important to find out up front
the maximum number of listeners
supported, as this can vary wildly
from provider to provider. In some

cases, there is an additional cost if you
wish to support a larger number of
listeners. Companies like Real Networks

charge more for server packages as the

number of listeners supported in-
creases. Because of the economies
of scale that come with the size of the
larger providers, often they can pro-
vide access to bandwidth that would
be difficult or completely cost pro-
hibitive for you to build yourself.
Some providers have such a large
network of servers and such a mas-
sive bandwidth available that they
promise a virtually unlimited num-
ber of listeners.

An area that is still being worked out
in the courts is publishing rights and
fees for Internet audio broadcasts. It is
worthwhile to find out exactly what
relationship or arrangements a solu-
tion provider has made with the RIAA,
ASCAP, and BMI, if any. The last thing
you want to happen is to find out that
you retroactively owe expensive fees
for the material that you've been
broadcasting on the Internet.

FM - LPFM - TV - LPTV
Transmitters - Antennas - STL's

www.superiorbroadcast.com
HOT SUMMER PRICES

FM STL Transmitter & Receiver 3,500.00 50 watt FM Stereo Exciter/Transmitter 1.500 00
100 watt FM Stereo Transmitter 2.500.00 300 watt FM Stereo Transmitter 3.500.00
100 watt FM Amplifier 995.00 300 watt FM Amplifier 1.799.00
500 watt FM Amplifier 2.750.00 2.500 watt FM Transmitter 10.000.00
10.000 watt FM Transmitter . 19,990.00 Six Channel Stereo Audio Console 2.200.00
Stereo Generator with FM Antennas as low as .395.00

composite clipper 995.00 20 FM Translator 2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt Su/tett:01 1370adea,a Pfrodaza Inc

Ph. 800/279-3326 Fax 800/644-59587194 Preston Rd #123-297 Dallas. TX 75249

www.lowpowerradio.to
Complete system. 300 watt Transmitter, with Stereo Generator,

Antenna and Transmission Line $4,500.00
Ph. 800/279-3326 Fax 800/644-59587194
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3,484 Scott & Computer Concepts client stations in the US

Major Stations in Major Markets
use Scott Studios' Digital Systems
Announcers love Scott Studios' SS32. They can instantly play
any recording, see live copy on -screen, view and easily edit
logs. Scott Studios' intuitive touchscreen provides the sim-
plicity that creative talent demands for their air studio digital
audio!
That's why Mancow at WKQX FM in Chicago, Big Boy at
Hip Hop 106/KPWR FM and Francisco Galves "Pacorro" at
La Ley/KLAX FM in Los Angeles, Jim Zippo at HERO Radio
in Dallas, Hudson and Harrigan at KILT -FM and Grego,
Pruett & The Boner at KLOL FM in Houston, Bob and Erin at
CHFI FM in Toronto and many other major jocks love their
Scott Systems. A major FM in New York City is also installing
their Scott SS32 System soon.
Scott Systems give jocks tons of features they love!
 Easy operation you can't get anywhere else!

Cart Walls for instant effects, jingles and song requests.
Last play and next scheduled play dates/times.

 A phone recorder with scrub and waveform editing.
Pre -record Voice Trax or bits in air studio in context.

 Scott School training of your staff at your station.
 Now playing Title/artist/album cover displays and instant

streaming for your Web site.
 Pre -dubbed custom startup music libraries.
 Time -saving CD rippers that digitally transfer music to

hard drive in seconds per song.
 Optional SS32 Invincible that can not fail audibly!

(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77

 No -dub instant LAN spot uploads from Sonic Foundry
Vegas multi -track production.

 Uncompressed digital audio at a compressed price.
 Your choice of Novell, NT or Windows networking.
 CAT. 5 audio wiring for fast installation.
Scott Studios' unequaled air studio features are why more
U.S. stations use Scott Studios than the number two and
three digital air studio systems combined.
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One of SS32 touchscreens is shown above. The log is at
the left. Instant access Cart Walls are at the right. Visit
scottstudios.com or call 800 SCOTT 77 for info.
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13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

Internet: scottstudios.com
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Webcasting
Another reason that it may be worth-

while to go with a solution provider
is that they can provide you with
technologies and special features that
don't exist off the shelf right now. Ad
insertion technologies are a new area,
where providers can not only supply
custom technologies, but can also
give you the benefit of a large sales
force and a national network of ad-
vertisers. Other specialized features
include player branding for your sta-

Duiblinel
gammamo

tion, where the listener experience
is customized for your station with a
distinctive look. This is typically done
without requiring the listener to down-
load a custom application.

On the farthest extreme away from
broadcasting your on -air signal, there
are companies that offer pure file -
streaming services that essentially al-
low you to create a customized Inter-
net radio station without the need for
a live audio feed. Companies like

SuperCarrier is Built!
Join the "New Network Neighborhood"
delivering the most popular radio
programming in the world.
The SuperCarrier platform
delivers programming to
thousands of commercial
radio stations.

Featuring:

World class
MPEG audio

Receive equipment

Advanced digital
store and forward

Total network control

Decades of major
network engineering
experience.

Call on experience
and reach the
New Network
Neighborhood

111.- F 411,

APP"

0110111.1111"

4101"1661.01°.1 VIM

01

I III
 - .1"

Si111/ II
se%  .

Vmm. a% -

Communications Comp

-
I

sooting a coding
scheme? Go to

ww.beradio.com and
find the related story

under Webcasting.

Do El (-A t -A
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_I  _i
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Live365 offer file streaming services
where all you have to do is encode
and upload audio files to set up your
own streaming Internet radio station.
Other solution providers take care of
everything including content, pro-
granuning and ads. Everstream, a com-
pany that is marketing its services to
newspaper and print media websites,
offers continuous audio programming
in multiple formats with customized
content so that a particular site can
offer several different channels of
music and news, each featuring its
own IDs and ads. While these types of
services may not be directly applica-
ble to radio broadcasters interested in
getting their on -air signal on the Inter-
net, they are worth noting as web -
sites become more multimedia en-
abled and compete for the Internet
listener's attention.

There are many issues to think about
beyond getting your station's audio
on the Internet. Are you creating a
marketing presence for your station,
an alternate revenue source, or a fun-
damentally new broadcast service with
its own revenue model? Your expecta-
tions will have a major effect on what
kind of Web presence you will need.
Depending upon your goals, you may
benefit from new services and tech-
nologies like targeted ad insertion and
alternate content, or by offering mul-
tiple channels of content. As many of
these technologies are relatively new
and still in the development stages,
it's worth doing some comparison
shopping to see what is out there and
how well it works for you.

Kevin Nose is president and director of
engineering, and Ken Nose is chief software
architect of NeoSonic Industries. Cleveland.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (205) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Circle (141) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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RADi A
41.11.1011141.10011p

NEW CUASSIL
Providing a unique combination of speed, flexThility and

reliabiliti in a highly cost-effective professional package.

the new SACiE RADiA workstation is unsur3assed for al

serious editing applications, especially in the field of

radio production.

Far from being just another PC -based hard-fts<

- recorder, 'he RADiA is a genuine audio werkhmse with 3
long-standing pedigree deliver* real -world solutions In

provide any facility the competitive edge.

RADiA Key Features

4MMMWW,M...111,MMIWM.',

4 inputs and outputs

Fully balanced analogue

AES/EBU and SPDIF digital i/o

Easy integration with all professional radio
automation systems

Up to 48kHz 24 -bit

PCI card or 19" rack mount turnkey hardware

... " .
.

Removable SCSI audio storage

The RADiA delivers all the quality and precision of dig lal

recording combined with the speed and familiarity

analogue editing. Based on the legendary SADiE Classic,

with thousands of users world-wide, the RADiA is ideal for a

wide range of editing requirements.

Backed up with a full range Jf sophisticated r lug -ins, it is no

wonder that SADiE workstations are to be fount in

professional facilities across the world.

exact control

RADII\
digital precision

Contact us directly to find out more

www.sadie.com

THE WORLD'S FINEST AUDIO WORKSTATIONS

USA

Tel: +1 615 327 1140
Fax: +1 615 327 1699

Europe
Tel: +49 (0)711 3969 380
Fax: +49 (0)711 3969 385

United K.ngdon
Tel: +44 (0)1353 648 888
Fax: +44 (0)1353 648 867

/
J,

Circle (142) on Free Info Card or online a- www.beradio.com DIGITAL PRECISIA
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Installation Profile

VADIS Platform

r 4

P5.

The VADIS platform I/O and fiber optic
interconnect used at the Sydney Olympics.

Solution For Olympics
The 2000 Olympic games of-

fered the perfect opportunity
for Klotz Digital AG to showcase
its fiber optic based VADIS plat-
form. "We had this great big infra-
structure of sound from various
sources and locations that had to
come up to our mix position," says
Bruce Jackson, Audio Director of

Installation Specs
13 VADIS trames

28 fiber optic transmit modules
30 fiber optic receive modules
68 microphone preamp inputs

12 AES/EBU digital inputs
172 analog -to -digital inputs

240 digital -to -analog outputs
15 Fairlight digital HD playouts

Miles of fiber optic cable
s control stations

678-966-9900  fax 678-966-9903
sales(" klotzdigital.com
www.klotzdigital.com

Ceremonies. Thirteen VADIS main-
frames were distributed throughout
Stadium Australia and the Intema-
tiona_ Broadcast Center located ap-
proximately one mile away. The
mainframes served as a collection
distribution, routing and format con-
versicn network for audio signals
distributed to or sent from the Cere-
monies Audio Control Room (CAR).

Multiple ceremonies incorporating
multiple stages meant having to re-
configure the system to comply with
the demands of each show. Recall
presets, a standard control feature of
the VADIS platform, enabled opera-
tors to switch effortlessly from one
set of configurations to the next,
allowing signals to be interfaced
through the platform and routed any-
where else on the network through
the touch of one button.

For ultimate safety, two transmit and
two receive fiber rings were installed
between all locations and the CAR.
Fitting each fiber transmit and receive
card with two transmit and receive
diodes enabled each VADIS frame to
provide for fiber core redundancy.
Frames could seamlessly switch to
receive signals from a clockwise and

counter-
clockwise
direction.

Using the
VADIS fiber
optic based
platform of-
fered all us-
ers digital and analog format con-
version as well as digital sample
rate conversion. VADIS also distrib-
utes the master digital audio sync,
the single most important feature
of any digital system. Multiple Fair-

light digital audio playout channels
were connected digitally via AES.

"As Bruce understands, and broad-
casters are realizing, the global
VADIS platform is key to the tech-
nical side of a consolidated broad-
cast facility, whether it's a large,
technically advanced project such
as the Olympics or a typical radio
station," says Thomas Klotz, Pres-
ident of Klotz Digital AG. "Our
broadcast customers see that fit-
ting their facility with a media
platform rather than traditional
stand-alone mixing consoles, rout-
ers and such, will be required for
success in the near future."

411

is*

Bruce Jackson. Audio
Director of Ceremonies.
Sydney 2000 Olympics.
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YOUR
LINK

TO NEW
MARKETS

...GO
BEYOND

AWAD S

A/D - D/A

Mic preamp

Routing
matrix.

Digital
I/O interfaces

Fibreoptic network

On-ai-
codec

management

Automatic
gain control

Compressor/limiter/gate
Digital

mixing
console

EC! (graphic/parametric:
Time

switching
Level

metes

Mix-minus
Delo).
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KLOTZ
DIGITAL

AMERICA

KLOTZ
DIGITAL

FRANCE

KLOTZ
DIGITAL

ASIA

KLOTZ
DIGITAL

AUSTRALIA

Phone
+1-678-966-9900

Phone
+33-1-48874681

Phone
+60-3-5193223

Phone
+61 -2-951874Z.0

KLOTZ
DIGITAL

- THE ARCHITECT

OF

THE OPEN
AUDIO

-MEDIA
PLATFORM

FOR
INTERACTIVE

BROADCASTING,

PRODUCTION

AND
PUBLIC-ADDRESS.

THIS
PLATFORM

COMP_ETES

THE LNK

TO NEW
MARKETS

AND INNOVATIVE

COMMUNICATION

SEFVICES.

OUR
EXPERIENCE

FOR
YOUR

SUCCESS

Eliminate
wiring

reduce
installation

cost

 save installation
time

earlier
to production

& on-air

Share
resources

and equipment

reduce
capital

investmeit

 cutoperating
costs

greater
efficiency

powerful
flexibility

Unlimited
functionality

integrate
all audio

func-ions

combine
operator

tasks

KLOTZ
DIGITAL

AG IEADOUARTERS

Hans-Stiessbergc-r-Str.
D-85540

Haar/Munich

Phone:+49-89-462338-0

www.klotzdigitalxom

DIGITAL
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www.andrew.com

Weighed in
and found

more inf
Compiled by Cindy H

'..-ri each issue of BE Radio, the Free Into card
allows you to request more information from

..,manufacturers of products featured in that
issue. Each month, a report is generated detailing
the number of requests for each product. Based
on data gathered from the reports for January
through September 2000, BE Radio has deter-
mined the ten products that garnered the most
reader response from editorial coverage (not
advertisements) during this time span. Our re-
search included responses gathered from both
the paper and online sources.
The products featured here represent a broad

range of radio applications. Each product fills a

Telecommunications
system planning CD-ROM

Andrew
Powertools: Cuts the time
needed to accurately plan an
RF telecommunications sys-
tem. Includes seven system -
planning programs to speed
the RF system design pro-
cess. Contains the antenna -
system planner, the broad-
cast -system planner, the mi-
crowave -system planner, the
AntWind program, ezGuide
software, and the PSI select
pressurization planner.

800-DIAL-4-RF
fax 708-349-5444

: rose.wolski@andrew.com
Circle (211) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

RwderViPichc
the balance
van ting . .

orma tion.
olst, associate editor

recognized need within the industry and incor-
porates the ingenuity our readers depend on to
help them accomplish their jobs.

You can request more information on these, and
any, products by returning the Free Info card, by
responding online at www.beradio.com, or by
contacting the manufacturers via their websites.
Reader comments and suggestions are always

itappreciated. Let us know what you tIl ' k of this
end -of -year special fe ure.

Streaming Media Solution
Broadcast Electronics Inc
eSTREAM: This streaming
audio hardware/soft-
ware processing
product gives
streaming
media
produc-
ers on -air
quality over the
Internet.It enables radio
stations, professional media produc-
ers and corporate webmasters to convert
analog content into the digital medium for
broadcasting through a streaming media server
of their choice without sacrificing sound quality
or taxing CPU power. The product's seamless,
simultaneous integration with several streaming
media servers allows streaming media produc-
ers to do live webcasts without sacrificing the
content's sound quality.

217-224-9600
fax 217-224-9607

www.bdcast.com: bdcast@bdcast.com
Circle (213) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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d0111 VISUALIZED

SOLUTIONS

INTERNET
RCS RadioShow creates your own branded nternet player. Display "Now Playing' song/artist ncte3 and i "Buy
Me' Butter`" for impuke buying. Schedule interactive advertisirg & animated graphics like you do in Selector..
YcL can e..en play different audio spots to each Internet liste.ner_

Circ.1 (145) 01 Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

See it now: www RCS'OORKS cam info@rcsworkz.com In U3A call 914 428 4600, ext. 1o6

,rii111

MI MOW



Rrilderi %G4!'
Broadcast studio furniture
Arrakis
Modulux Flex -studios A complete, standard mod-
ular furniture package that can be shipped quickly

from stock for fast on -site assem-
bly in dozens of different ways

to meet nearly
any studio
design.
Can be as-
sembled
left or right

handed, as
well as in short L, long L

and unbalanced U configu-
rations. All pedestal returns

have front equipment racks and
rear access doors. The table pedes-

tals have inside and outside access doors. The
tabletop equipment pod provides rack -mount
space for tabletop equipment.

970-224-2248; fax 970-493-1076
www.arrakis-systems.com

sales@ a rra kis-systems.com
Circle (212) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Turntables
Denon Electronics

DP-DJ150 and 100: Two quartz synthesized
direct drive turntables. The DP -DJ 150 is equipped
with an S/PDIF coaxial digital output, which
enables direct recording to a digital storage
medium (MD, CD -R, DAT, hard disk) while
preserving the highest sound quality. Features
Denon's unique key adjust: When line out is
selected, the turntable incorporates a built-in DSP
to maintain a constant musical pitch even when
rotation speed is altered. A built-in phono equal-
izer permits it to be connected directly to an
amplifier. sampler, MD recorder or other device
that does not have a phono input jack. The
DP-DJ100 uses a bi-directional servo control direct
drive motor with single -body construction to
deliver a startup torque of 12.25 pounds per inch.

973-396-0810; fax 973-398-7459
www.del.denon.com

Circle (214) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

.0
ANTEX

betterwebcasting.com
Streaming or broadcast, Antex has you covered.
The LX series of sound cards are ideal for web audio,
with 20 -bit digital sound quality, highly stable Windows
95/98/NT/2K software, and up to 4 inputs and 4 outputs.
To find out more, visit antex.com (or betterwebcasting.com)
today or call 1-800-338-4231.

Circle (146) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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E6 X 256 LARGE  MONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS  118dB ANALOG CYNAMIC RANGE  DISTIIBUTED MULTI-PROCESKR APCHITECTUFE

If the migration to dig tal is in your fAure.

then this is the route -.o ta<?. Atrodicing the

large size, big performance ana-og router that

also speaks fluent digital. A --.-Lie hytrid that

allows you to scale the number of analoc and

digital ports as needed. noe and in the fi.....ure.

And even be:ter. the SAS640(C creates 3 =onward

path to AES/EBU digita audio without creating

analog obsclescence.

Th-s means you can mix your analog and digital :/0 in

the same router frame. Go direct analog to alE or

digital to digital. Or mix it up w'.7.1 24 bit coiversion

aralog to digital and vice iersa. Ether wad this

urique architecture sports rawle3; signal iltegrity

and non -blocking flexibility.

And it's wonderfully simple. jwit p-aj our revi digital

port expander ani that's it. selcome to cigital!

-co -existing richly wi-sh analog in the same 'rEmework.

T-ere's lots more to to 1. Call us: 818 340 6749. Fax us:

818 840 6751. E-mail u!.: sales@sasaud o.com Click the

Web site: sasaudic.com And o' coL.-ie snail mail: 2112

North Glenoaks Bl'd. Eurbank. Cal 'ohnia 91-:04 JSA

Circle (147) on F-ee Into Card or onlire at www.beradio corn

SAS
SIERRA AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

Statrictsr t (oratimatt.vi,



POWER
AMPLIFIERS

MIN

0 W  AM, P 1.

from 150 watts

I 1 IMES

11111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111

to 3 kilowatts
Reliable, rugged, cost-effective

Our amplifier modules can be found in
many transmitters made by Harris Broadcast

Continental Electronics, CCA, CBC etc.
Call us for repairs or replacements.

Silicon ValleyPOW E R
AMPLIFIERS

The RF Peoole Phone 408 988 9700 Fax 408 986 1438

*oder/Ack
FM digital processor
Orban

Optimod-FM 8400:
Has more than five
times the DSP power
of the 8200 as well as
new features. Its in-
telligent peak limit-
ing system and look -
ahead compression
offer a clean, loud
sound without distor-
tion, trashed base -
band or pilot tone

modulation. Selectable soft, medium and hard bass clippingare
included. The limiting system eliminates the need to compromise
between voice distortion and music loudness, allowing even loud,
highly processed presets to offer pristine live speech. Patent-

pending composite processor allows the stereo composite signal
to he limited while preserving stereo separation and protecting the
stereo pilot tone and RDS/RBDS suhcarriers.

510-351-3500: fax 510-351-0500
www.orban.com: custserv@orban.com

Circle (219) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Rackmount computer accessories
Middle Atlantic Products

RM-MM and RM-
CPU-ATX: The
Model RM-
MM monitor
rackmount
measures 19

inches wide
by 15.75 inches

high. Includes integral
rolled steel rack handles, an
access door for monitor controls

for filter replacement,
indicators.

and four adjust-
able crossbars that secure
the monitor in place. The
model RM-CPU-ATX is
tapped for the company's

optional rack slides. In-
cludes a 300W, UL -listed ATX

power supply. Front -panel
features include a hard -drive

bay capable of housing a trio of
disk drives behind a latching

front door, a removable front grill
a reset switch and LED power/HDD

A

973-839-1011; fax 973-839-1976
www.middleatlantic.ccm; sales@middleatlantic.com

Circle (217) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

www.beradio.com

Circle (148) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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Talk radio is suddenly intimate

C77

OS W, 7, On

" in ars

all 
Telos TVV0x12-
Integrated Talkshow System
Using POTS or ISDN lines, the TVV0x12 handles up to 12 callers on two built-in
digital hybrids. The intuitive phone controller tames even the wildest talk shows.

Tits Digital talkshow Systems

It takes yot. by surprise: the

occasional prone call so clear

and c ean, you'd swear your

caller was in the very next room.

What if your callers could always

sound this close and personal?

Introducing t le new generation of

digital talk ;how systems from

Telos. With intuitive, easy -to -use

controls that help make you- talk

segments smooth and error free

(whether you're juggling a few

calls or a :ew dozen) and the

latest adva -ices in digita phone

hybrids from the company that

inverted them. Never have your

callers sounded so consistently

loud and crystal clear - it's the

next best thing to having them

there. Don't just talk to your

audience... get intimate.

Telos Systems. Connected.

WWW telos-systems corn

TELOS SYSTEMS NORTH AMERICA. +1.216.241.7225  TELOS SYSTEMS EUROPE: +49.81.61.42.467

Circle (149) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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Direct incandescent
replacement
LEDtronics

cator towers are

Stack LED: LED
lamps for process
control and machine
status indicator stack
light towers. Plug -

compatible with
most major manufac-
turers' stack light
towers. Require no
modification to the
indicator column
and can be used with
flasher circuits. With-
stand the mechani-
cal and electrical
stresses that exist in
the environments
where vertical indi-

commonly used.
800-579-4875

fax 310-534-1424
www.ledtronics.com

Circle (215) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Portable MiniDisc Recorder
Superscope/Marantz
PMD650: Digital editing features let users mark
time- and date -stamped tracks and move, divide,
combine, erase and title tracks. A 20sec stereo
recording (40sec mono) prerecord audio cache

ensures solid field

recording
while enabling recording of
up to 2sec of audio before the record button is
pressed. The TOC is updated before recording to
make sure recordings are not lost in case of
unexpected power loss. if

630-820-4800
fax 630-820-8103

www.marantz.com/productiprofessional
Circle (220) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

SELLING EQUIPMENT?

GET IT SOLD:

It's Fast and Easy on Digibid!

an IndustryClick solution

www.digibid.com

Circle (150) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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V1S4 AntennasMedium power circularpolarization
SGF'- 1
S GP -2
S GP -3
S GP -4
S GF'-5
SGF1-6

$690 41.w
$2,690 8Kw
$3,595 1 0Kw$4,500 101.w$5,300 101.w
$6, 1 00 1 0Kw

FM AntennasEducational circularpolarization
IsL4P- 1

MP -3
MP -4
IVIP2 -4
MF'3 -5
MF'3 -6

$250
$680
$980
$ 1 ,2 80
$ 1 ,820
$2,270
$2,740

0 6Kw
0. 8 Kw
O.8 Kw
0 8 Kw

2 Kw
3 Kw
3 kw

FM AntennasLow power circularpolarization
GP- 1
GF'-
GF'- 3GP -4
GP -5GP -6

$350 1.51..vv
$ 1,350 3}CAN,
$ 1 ,900 5 Kw -
$2 ,600 61.C.:vv
$3, 1 50 61<_w
$3 ,700 61c -vv

Other power configurations contact OMB America

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112

1
Miami, Fl. 33122
Te1:305-477 0974
Fax:305-4770611
ombusa@bellsouth.com

www.omb.com

Circle (151) on Free Into Card or online at www.beradio.com



Readers'YVehs
Stereo recorder
Maycom Automation Systems
Handheld recorder: High -quality stereo record-
er with MPEG encoding/decoding. Features ex-

tended temperature ranger
a rubber grip, a built-

in, high -quality
rnic and re-

movable com-
pact flash cards. Also
features a large, illuminated
graphical display, a connector to
an optical docking station and a balanced input
for an external mic.iStandard batteries, a smart
battery pack, a headphone connector and an
internal speaker are included.

+31 481 377740
fax +31 481 377380

www.maycom.nl; sales@lmaycom.nl
Circle (216) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

You Wanted Speed...
NOW You've Got It

Short, cut
PERSONAL AUDIO EDITOR

2000

360 Systems' new Short/cut 2000 Editor
features split-second editing. If you're
still cutting tape, or using cumbersome
software programs for call -ins, contact
your dealer for the high-speed
Short/cut 2000 story. If you already
own a Shortkutjet over to

www.360systems.com
or call (818) 991-0360 to r your
upgrade and take advantage of our
special 30 -day money back guarantee.

69ce-tAivi
P101111 010. 0111101 A14010

Circle (152) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Palm -size test instrument
Neutrik
Mini tyzen new-
est addition to
the Minstruments
line; compatible
with the Minira-
tor hand-held au-
dio tone genera-
tor; palm -size test
instrument con-
tinuously mea-
sures audio lev-
els as RMS or
peak levels, ab-
solute or relative
to a definable ref-
erence with se-
lectable units; the accurate frequency measure-
ment, with high resolution of 100ppm gives
additional functions and acts as the base for
distortion measurement; features a microphone
input for polarity tests and a headphone jack for
monitoring DI the input signal for aural diagnos-
tics; also features a set of audio weighting filters
that can be used in all measurement functions.

732-901-9488
fax 732-901-9608

www.neutrikusa.com; info@neutrikusa.com
Circle (21f) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

1LSPIT
10 CP --T- A

-87.4 dB
Lt/L 113 a.

111.0 IA IMO -11.11

What new product introduced
in 2000 did you find the most

interesting or useful?
Tell us about it at

beradio@in tertec.corn.
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Yes, it's really this easy.

Intuitive, intelligent digital delivery-

DADpRo32. Easy to learn, easy to use.

Simple to expand as you grow.

Looking is hard, the choice is easy.

DADpRo32-from ENCO Systems.

Smarter. Faster. Better.

EN ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC. 800 ENCO SYS www enco corn

Circle (122) on Free Info Card or onlire at www.beradio.corr



By
Chriss Scherer,

editor

Moving seven statism, into a new
facility is no small task. When
Jacor decidec to mark ' -')A-AM.

KHOW-AM, KTLK-AM, KHIH-FM, KRFX-FA - T.IPI-

FM, and KTCL-FM into a new facility, station itiaru4,,. -
merit and engineering knew that outside help would he

needec. Planning for the new facility began in October
1998. A strict timetable was established and had to be

maintained because the lease for the old studs) building expired
in September 1999. During the facility construction, the station

ownership was transferred to Clear Channel Communications.
When the facility was completed, it was the largest radio facility built in

the United States. It retained this honor until recently, when the studios for XM
Satellite Radio were completed in Washington, DC.

The new building, located in tie Denver Tech Center. has five floors. Me main
rack room is in the basement and has 46 racks. There is enough room to add four more

December 2000 www.beradio.com



Ilkacks it necessary. The FM studios are on
the tLirc floor, and the AM studios are on the
fourth floor. The third and fourth floors also have
rack rooms. with six racks on the third floor and five
racks on the fourth floor. The penthouse has a rack
room with eight racks For microwave and satellite eqL7p-
ment All four rack rooms Louse audio :outer frames, which
are inte-Tonnected via fiber. RS -422. Ethernet, and a wordclock
signal on RG-58 cable.

The entire building has 87.145 square feet of gross space. There are
3.37C scuare feet of storage in the Casement, 5,100 square feet olf inte-nal
parking and 5.500 square fret of extra s-aace that car. 132 leased to a :errant.

the 46 racks in the rain rack
won were prewired off -site by RDA
:ys-ems of St. Louis.

Goirg live
-.11( first station. KHIF1-FM, went on the air from the new stuthoi on October 9, 1999.

The other three FMs. KIFFX, KBPI and KTCL, moved in at,er the fallowing days. Once th

www be-adio.com De:. mber 2000



The KTLK control room uses the same basic
layout as all the other control rooms, but
each has slight differences to work with the
individual format of each station.

FM stations were
moved, the ANI stations began their
transition. K- \ 1 was the first
AM to move. All seven stations were
on the air by mid -November 1999.
The entire installation process took
1t weeks.

Because of the complexity of rout-
ing so many audio sources, an inte-
grated router/console design was
chosen. For this installation, the Klotz
Apts was picked. Each studio has

access to any audio source in the
facility. For added backup. any studio
can become an air studio or produc-
tion studio by recalling a preset. and
all the necessary audio and control
logic is routed to the corresponding

72 BE Radio December 2000

room. The  VADIS
serves as the
diAlta I -audio, fi-

lx-t-optic back-
bone for 20 news/sports v, ork-
stations, 24 control rooms and a news
conmand center.

137 using fiber-optic cable to inter -
corned all the audio router frames,
the installation time was dramatically
rediced. The entire control layer of
the routing system (mixing consoles.
logic interface. PCs) lives on a single
LAN. The use of fiber-opti:: cable also
saved a considerable amount of room.
CATper wiring would haw occupied
substantially more space.

Because mast of the router frames
are installed in the basement rack
rtxm, all of the shared audio sources.

such as the on -air play-
back system, cxxlecs and
tuners, are located there.
All audio is recorded and
played back from
a Prophet Systems Audio
Wizard system running on
a Novell network. There is
one tile server and 12 audio serv-
ers. The system includes four digital
itt440-11VIS and 29 ACU-1 audio svvitdiers.

The total system storage capacity is
160.1B. which is handled 1w twelve
18GB RA I I) driveS. There are 63 work-
stations on the system. On the AM
side there are three for the control
rooms, three for sc-reener positions,

www.beradlo.com



six for air/talk, three for news and
three for the creative production
studios. For the FM stations there are
four for the contra: rooms. four for
the auxiliary control rooms, four for
creative production and four for the

www.beradio.com

See more online
More photos and information about the

Clear Channel Denver installation can be found online at
www.beradio.com. Click on Spotlight.

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa com/103

NeumannIUSA TLA4
Telephone 860 434 5220  FAX 8:C 43i 3'48

Circle (152) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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m
usic directors. Several w

ork-
stations are shared by both the A

M
s

and FM
s: tw

o in new
s com

m
and,

three for com
m

ercial production,
seven for program

 directors, nine
for traffic, three for continuity, one
for sales prom

otions, tw
o for engi-

neering, one for dial -up, and one for
overnight use.

A
ll the com

puters are kept in the
rack rtxm

s. T
he m

onitors, keyboards
and m

ice are connected through C
y -

hex PC
 extenders.

74
B

E
 R

adio
D

ecem
ber 2000

M
aking

connections
A

 project of this m
agnitude needs a

considerable am
ount o=

 w
ire and

cable. For this project, 11011, A
E

S-3-
com

pliant G
epco 5526 w

as used
throughout the facility. For intercon-
nections betw

een studics and rack
room

s, the eight -pair version 552608
w

as used. T
his cable is very flexible,

w
hich w

as im
portant to the installers

in pulling cable and
preparing it for term

ination on
the punch blocks. Four cables can be
installed in the punch block cradles.

Instead of traditional Siem
ons 66M

punch blocks, G
erm

an -m
ade K

rone
25 -pair punch blocks w

ere used. T
he

biggest advantage to this block is that



tit

A closer look at the KTLK operator position. The talk studio can be
seen tt rough the sti dio wipdow.

I

ear z

*oft

aftimi aft

r

r: has twice the capac-
iy -he 66M heck (up to 32 wire
pairs) but fits into the same mounting cradle. The
design of the fork in whidi each wire is placed alse bites

"Video
killed the
radio star"

Witness the
Resurrection...

MUSICH11131CM1131C.00111

Breathing life
ack into radio...

 Database
uric on Your Web Site

 Ready To Go Radio

Geri Roc<stein
Director, Broad:ast Divisioi
geri@musicmus cmusic.com

phone (416) 537-2165
www.musicmusicmusic.com

www.beradio.com

Circle (154) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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bar
in o the wire better that than the
traditional style. This is important
because the insulation of the digital

cable is thicker than stan-
dard analog wire types.

The Krone blocks have an added
advantage with a built-in patch capa-
bility. A special clip can be inserted
into the block to interrupt the signal.
There are 625 Krone blocks in the

entire facility, attesting to its size.
The only distribution amplifiers
being used in the facility are for
analog audio feeds that do not
need to be digitally routed, such
as EAS monitor inputs and feeds
from off -air monitors.

All seven stations use Harris AIL
Intraplex T1 STLs. Both T1 land -
lines

W'
and Glenayre 5.4GHz spread

spectrum links are used for primary

iii

The best
sounding,

most reliable
digital audio

systems use

Digigram

sound cards.

Does yours?

Digram
Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard. Suite 1004 Arlington, Virginia 22201

Phone: +1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161  E-mail: inpulWdigigram.com  Web:www.digigram.com

...

communication. For added backup,
analog equalized telephone circuits
and 950MHz STLs are also installed.

The newsroom is built around a
WireReady system, which is used
throughout the Clear Channel sta-
tions. This installation has 60 work-
stations for news, sports and the AM
air talent. The stations receive news
feeds from the Associated Press, Sport-
sticker, ABC and CBS. WireReady is
used for text; ControlReady is used
for audio capture and storage; and
StormReady hand:es school and busi-
ness closings. The audio capture
machines have two sound cards to
handle the ABC and CBS feeds. The
Clear Channel ir.tranet allows text
and audio files to be shared with

For a complete equipment list,
go to www.beradio.com
and click on Spotlight.

Circle (155) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Logitek
Digital with a Better Difference
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www.logitekaudio.com
Logitek Electronic Systems: Manufacturer of digital audio
consoles plus a full line of audio meters. Visit our website for
information on the NUMIX, ROC -5 and ROC -10 digital audio
consoles. You'll also find information on our DSP-based audio
meters, offering a range of displays while conforming to IEC
standard ballistics. Logitek - digital with a better difference!
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.
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www.mdata-us.com
Management Data Media Systems: A broadcast solutions
provider offering scalable systems for radio, television, and the
Internet. DAVID digital radio products seamlessly integrate
production, on -air communications, file/format exchange and
archiving. OmniBus is the network television operating system
offering total station automation, asset management and news
transmission. WebAntz delivers YOOM, tools for building an
online music distribution portal.
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Features

You want to hear

www.beradio.com
Ill Radio magazine: BE Radio gives radio station managers and
engineers the information they need to make critical equipment
purchase decisions. The magazine is published 12 times a year
and distributed to over 14,000 qualified subscribers in North
America. The website features Currents (all the news updated
daily), The Studio Spotlight and the Tip of the Week in addition
tii the quality information available in each issue.
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www.omt.ne:
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies provides
radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for live
assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions
starting as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products and find out how our clients sound better and save money
with our unsurpassed quality, reliability and support.

Arran Syria= a
Ow world leader in
limbo Beoadc
TectooSop

AJ in catered do

Welcome...

radio broadcast products
price lists

consumer products
contact us

dealers

customer support

technnal note,

www.arrakis-systems.com
Arrakis: Manufacturers of studio systems including the popular
DigiLink computer -based audio storage and playback systems,
Arrakis analog consoles, Colorado Revolution digital and analog
audio consoles, and broadcast studio furniture. The website
features an online interactive catalog, !tailor, equipment
calculator, an equipment list price generator and a section to
download the latest software versions and patches.

!t.
3 .....

www.antex.cori
Antex Electronics: If you're looking for the most versatile, best -
sounding sound cards for broadcast applications, it's time to look at
Antex. Browse through Antex's complete line ol analog and digital -
ready products, read independent product reviews, get in-depth
technical information, check out high -end applications of Antex
products in the Sound Advice newsletter and buy products securely
online. Already a customer? Download driver.. software, owners
manuals and more.

www.beradio.com December 2000 BE Radio 81



II Multiple Vehicles!

Portable Mast
Serves

Rapid Deployment Unit
 Extends up to 40 feet
 Easily clamps to the vehicle's gutter or

to a vehicle roof rack.
 Vehicle weight holds the foot of the

mast in place.

Enjoy the benefits of a telescoping pneumatic
mast without making it a permanent feature.
Carry the mast on the roof. Quickly erect upon
reaching desired location.

Contact Jim Osborne for competitive pricing.

ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOC., INC.
Tel: (805) 495-8420  www.aoa-gps.com

on Free Into Card 111

orgo to www.beradio.com

Orb

The wall behind the
racks holds the Krone
blocks and interstudio
wiring. There are 625
punch blocks in the
entire facility.

other Clear Channel stations.
(See Managing Technology, Sep-
tember 2000 for more on the Cl.mr
Channel intranet.)

Backup power for the facility s D7o-
vide(' by a 750kW, 480 volt atran-ika
diesel generator with a 3,000 galon fuel
tank and a 240kW, 480 volt APC UPS. The
penthouse rack room houses thfsluelliteequip-
ment. There is a Ku -band a Ai:1k aid three
C -hand downlink dishes. C-baa3 receivs include
units from Starguide Digital, Scientific Atlanta mac
Fairchild.

Since there was only one year r.o complete the project
once the design plans were 1-3p--)v..-.c, a conAdecable
amount of work was completed off -site before my part
of the new building was ready for 3;:cupancy. tDA
Systems prewired all the racks anc pu 1c h blocks in Ls St.
Louis facility. This allowed the stueic construrtion to
proceed while the building wa; being c yistructl.

!I

Thanks to Rick Dearborn of RDA S.rste.rs, R&), Esparothi ofKotz
Digital and Jeff Gulick of Clear Charre Jen is.- 'or their asss ance
preparing this article. All photos by ..thri Rottedo, Timrata, CO.

www.beradb corn



Project at a glance
Stations: Seven
Number of studios:

28, plus 60 news/sports workstations
System integrator: RDA Systems, St. Louis
Interior building, studio aerhiteC:

Lawrence Citoup, St. Louis
Roof and ground satellite dish architect:

T -Rex Architects, Denver
Architectural coordinator:

Michael Loia, Atlanta
Cable and fiber installer:

National Network Systems, Dether
General Contractor: Constructors, Denver
Project began: October 1998
Designs approved:, April 1999'
First station on air: October 1039
Last station on air: N 9

www.beradio.com

Logitek ROC -10 and ROC -5 Consoles
Give You A l The Flexibility You Need

 True DSP-based digital mixing and routing

 Combine analog and digital signals as needed

Fully assignab e faders allow you to control
multiple sources, save valuable space

Attractive low -profile design maximizes
studio visibility

ROC consoles are deal for 1
app!icat ons where stucPc
space is limited. You get  *,#,It;11
the full =uncticnality of a 4eb. --
digital console with a friendly,
easy to use ccntro' surface. "M5: and match" cortrol
surfaces as needed: all mixing and audio routing is
done at the powerful Serial Sour.c Audio Engine.

1111110111.a  a
fp

- -4a

Call today for more information

5622 Ecgemoor
Houston, TX 77031
800.231.5870 (North America)
tel: 713.664.4470
fax: 713.664.4479.

Logitek
Digital With a Better Difference

Visit us at www.logitekaudio.corn
Circl? (15E) on F-ee I ifo Card or 7.o tc www.beradio.com
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New Products
PCI sound card
Soundscape

I : I
Mlxpander/9: This

PCI card provides ad-
ditional DSP process-
ing power for Sound-
scape R.Ed and SSH-
DR1-Plus digital audio
workstations. It con-
nects to the 512 chan-
nel expansion bus port
on the rear panel of

Soundscape DAWs and integrates with the Soundscape mixer transparently,
taking advantage of all the real-time DSP effects plug -ins already purchased and
authorized for the DAW. The V3.0 dynamic mix automation feature in the
SSEditor software extends automatically to Mixpander, and external control of
mixing and effects is provided through Soundscape's console manager.
Mixpander has 24 -bit, 96kHz operation for complete compatibility with R.Ed.
Mixpander/9 contains nine Motorola 563xx DSPs on both sides of a full length
PCI card. The total processing capalml it is up to 2.6GIPS.

805458-7375 fax 805-658-6395
www.soundscape-dig.tal.com; us-sales@soundscape-digital.com

Circle (258) or Free Infc Card or go to www beradio.com

Studio microphone
Shure Inc

KSM44: De-
signed for profes-
sional recording
studios, project
studios, musicians,

and recording
p engineers, the

multi -pattern
KSM44 con-
denser micro-

phone fea-
tures exter-

nally biased
large dual dia-
phragms in a
side -address
design. With

an extended frequency response of
20 Hz to 20 kHz, the KSM44 contains
Class A, transfomlerless preamplifier
circuitry. Its dual one -inch, gold -lay-
ered. Mylar diaphragms provide add-
ed low frequency response, while
improving environmental stability.
In addition, the diaphragms' thin
design reproduces any sound source,
while achieving a self -noise of 7dB.

800-25-SHURE; fax 847-866-2279
www.shure.com; saleseshure corn

Circle (257) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Furniture
Whea:sione Corp
Eclipse: The line

features wood -trimmed

Hush laminated coun-
tertops, steel equip-
ment racks with
built-in ventilation
grilles, generous wire
passages, removable
swing -down doors,
oversized access
doors and a large wire -management area with removable concealment door.
The Eclipse line is pre-engineered and integrated and is designed for easy
reach and comfortable angles of sight. A line of accessories, including talent
control consoles, undercounter jacks and flushmount control panels, is

available. Various configurations are available, and Eclipse furniture is compat-
ible with Wheatstone's line of audio consoles and pre -wiring assemblies.

252-638-7000; fax 252-637-1285
www.wheatstone.com; sales@wheatstone.com

Circle (261) on Free Info Card or go to www beradio corn

LPFM series
LPB
Blue Line: This new line of products
includes the SKY Series of LPFM trans-
mitters with DSP technology, digital
audio processing and stereo generator
built-in. Power levels are 1, 20, 150
watts. Also included are the WAVE
Series of LPFM and Internet broadcast-
ing audio consoles and the STREAM
Series of LPFM and Internet broadcast-
ing Web streaming systems featuring
encode systems and windows auto-
mation software in one package. LPB
also debuts the SALSA NT digital radio
automation system for multiple sta-
tion broadcasting in a single rack. The
SALSA NT allows unattended opera-
tion as well as live assist.

610-644-1123; fax 610-644-8651
www.Ipbinc.com; Ipbinc@aol.com

Circle (255) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Power amp
Gcntncr
PA870: This amp provides 25 watts per channel to 8 channels while allowing
811 and/or 70 volt speaker connections. This means that zoning and room -
combining options not possible with other power amplifiers are now
possible. The PA870 also allows bridging in a one -channel input/two-channel
output configuration for 50 watts of power.

800-945-7730; fax 801-977-0087
www.gentner.corn; bcastinfoOgentner.com

Circle (253) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Dual CD player
TASCAM/Teac ?rofessional

1 CD -302: This unit
is housed in a 2 RU
enclosure. The remote
is housed in a 3 RU
enclosure, which can
also be mounted flat
in a DJ coffin case.
The unit's two CD
players act indepen-
dently-one CD can
be cued up while the

second is playing. The CD -302 incorporates a built-in sampler
that can loop a section of audio in either Play or Cue mode.
Samples can also be reversed. Pitch and tempo can be
changed independently and can be adjusted over a ±32
percent range. A built-in RAM buffer allows for a 10 -second
shock buffer and instant start. Preset and cue memory
locations may be stored and recalled using a 10 -key pad.

323-726-0303: fax 323-727-7635
www.tascam.com: tascamlit@tascam.com

Circle (26C) on Free Info Card or go to www.berad.o.com

Universal satellite channel contoller
Broadcast Tools
USC-16: Offers remote control capabilities for the Scientific-
Atlanta 7300/DAT-32 series, Comtech/Fairchild DART -384 or
Mel type receivers with 16 channel selections for DATS-SEDAT
digital audio decoder cards. In addition, sixteen memory
selections are available for the Scientific-Atlanta ENCORE, DSR-
3610 and AD -4595 receivers. When the USC-16 is controlled
from a PC's serial port. unlimited channel / memory selections
are provided for the above receivers. The USC-16 also provides
four open collectors outputs. Programming of the USC-16 is
accomplished with a non -dedicated computer.

877-250-5575: fax 360-854-9479
www.broadcasttools.com; bti@broadcasttools.com

Circle (251) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

FM analyzer
Aztec Radiomedia

1 AZ100: Provides decoding and analy-
sis of the multiplexed

FM signal.
Compact,

easy -to -use

and light-
weight, it

is designed
for rapid

field measurements that
can be stored for later analysis. Automat-

ed sessions can be programmed, thus eliminating the
need for a PC in the field and freeing the person gathering
data from cumbersome operations.

703-875-9100; fax 703-875-9161
www.aztac-radiomedia.com: contact@aztec-radiomedia.com

Circle (250) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

innkeeper 1 Digital Hybrid
Desktop List
Price $780.00

 The perfect hybrid for analog telephone lines.
 True separation of send and receive audio.
 DSP automatically adapts to line conditions.

19" rack mount or 1" desktop version.
 Optional desktop keypad.

JK Audio B

Remote
ast Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com
800-552-8346 Fax: (815) 786-8502

Circle (157) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air

Terminations
are quickly becoming

the choice of
"Chief Engineers"

for testing, adjusting
and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial@apk.net

Web Site: http://www.maxial.com
r 7C 1L.4 VIS4

www.beradio.com

Circle (158) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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New Products
Digital miing system
Studer

V D950 M2: This unit comes standard with a central
assign section. color 8 -channel surround meter, and a 15 -

inch TFT color display monitor. The channel sections
feature a top -surface
plastic laminate. The
knob sections contain
rotary encoders with a
21 -LED ring for display
of knob values. Each
knob is flanked by an
alpha -numeric readout
that can display the
function or value of
each rotary controller
in the system. The chan-
nel strips of the D950
M2 feature a graphic
design language that

enables the operator to recognize the sections of the strip.
Studer's 24 -bit converters are used, all digital inputs/
outputs are 24 -hit, and internal processing takes place at
40 -hit floating point precision on a 32 -bit bus.

416-510-1347; fax 416-510-1294
www studer.ca: studer4mail.studer.ca

Circle (259) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

CD recorder
HHB Communications

lib ....A.

A CDR830 Burnit: ibis audio CD recorder from HI -03
Communications features a 24 -bit A -D converter and a

24 -bit multi -level Delta Sigma D -A converter. The CDR830
records on pro -type CD -R and CD-RW discs and is SCMS
free. Analog and digital connectivity ensure that the
CDR830 BumIT integrates into most recording applica-
tions. RCA Phono analog line inputs and outputs are
complemented by coaxial and optical SPDIF digital U0s,
with an on -board sample rate converter accepting fre-
quencies from 32 to 48kHz. The HHB CDR830 BumIT
includes digital record gain and balance control, input
monitoring with track increment rehearsal, fade in/out
adjustable from 1 to 12 seconds, five CD-RW erase modes,
track skip ID recording, track index search on playback
and program. random and repeat playback modes.

310-319-1111: fax 310-319-1311
www.hhb.co.uk sa0es 4 hhbusa.com

Circle (254) on Free Info Carc or go to www.beradio.com

Making Business Easier

Steve Floethe is the
CEO of Advantage
Productions, Inc., in
Fort Myers, FL.

"BE Radio helps me

keep up with what's
going on in the radio
industry. If anybody

comes to me and asks
me about the technical
aspects of radio,
hopefully I can answer
them.

"I enjoy the

comments made by the

The Radio Technology Leader
An IN I lit I I ( PRIMI I)IA PublicatIon

engineers who write for

BE Radio They talk about
some of the problems
they are faced with.

"BE Radio is

informational, but it's also
entertaining.

Steve Floethe
President CEO

Advantage Productions,
Inc.

Photo: 1118C Production studio
Rit, courtesy Hedrick

raphers. Ch caco
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New Products
Two -channel microphone preamplifier

Neumann/7 rue Systems
1110. True Systems P2
Digital: Ibis two -channel
24-bit/96kHz micro-
phone preamplifier was
modeled after the True Systems Precision 8 eight -channel analog preamp The P2 Digital is designed to a versatile
analog-digital preamp. Features an WS decoder, direct inputs, dual gain range. high-pass filters, a stereo phase
correlation display for optimizing stereo microphone placement, 24-, 20- or 16 -bit digital outputs with sample rates
to 96kHz, AES-3 and ADAT optical outputs, and multi -channel digital output routing.

860-434-5220: fax 860-434-3148
www.neumannusa.com

neum lit @ neumannusa.com
Circle (256) on Free Info Card

or go to www.beradio.com

Red steady-state light
Di alight
V LED Obstruction Light: At 12.5W,
the red steady-state light uses nearly
90 percent less energy than a standard

116W incandescent bulb. The light
also resists aircraft -induced vibration.
Using Dialight's high -flux LED tech-
nology, the 860 Series exceeds the
FAA's intensity specification for an
L-810 light and can meet its -55° C
temperature requirement. An opti-
cally designed glass lens enhances
LED operation and provides 360°
visibility at 70cd. The light is
designed for 120 -VAC operation with
transient protection and earth -
grounding features provided in a

self-contained wiring compartment.
The lamp assembly and housing are
weather- and corrosion -resistant. An
optional adapter is available.

732.223-9400: fax 732-223-8788
www.dialight.com

Circle (252) on Free Into Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Afforcia -ole Cu stor-i Aut-omation!
a lot of companies are more than happy to sell you an automation system most of the systems are very good but
sometimes you need something small for a custom installation. you could do if yourself if you had the tools...

nashville

Model ACU-1Aucl.o Control Unit

8 x 1 stereo switcher
silence sensor

simple command set

RS -232 controlled
logic -level I/O
automatic level control

416 Sine ;ysferns
visit our web site for more information on our products

tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.239: fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com

Circle (159) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

BIG ... RICH ... FULL DIMENSION SOUND

CP-4013
COMPROC 2 Ad%

The CP-4013 is the only composite processor
with the new A.P.R.I.L. composite tracking system. This
innovation allows perfect pilot tracking for superb separation
and ease of setup. What benefits can you hear?

 Incredible loudness and control
 Adds presence to your stereo signal
 Eliminates excessive subsonic energy
 Reduced splatter into RDS and Subcarriers

Other features include two composite outputs, and a
remote bypass function.

BIG SOUND
MEANS MORE LISTENERS
CALL NOW!!!

Broadcast Technology Company
PO Box 751  Lamar CC ( 719) 336-3902  Fax: (719) 336-9473

Circle (160) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Win a
Neumann KMS 105!

Find the microphone icon on each BE Radio cover from 2000 and you could win.

Sweepstakes Rules
Introduction:

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A purchase does not improve your
chances of winning. Void where prohibited by law.

Sponsors:
The sponsors of this sweepstakes are Intertec Publishing and

..EoANeumann USA.

Timing:
Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 am on December 11,

2000 and ends at 12:01 pm on January 16, 2001.

How to to Enter:
Complete the online form at http:

www.beradio.com, or you may enter by care-
fully typing or hand writing the following
information on your company letterhead or a
standard 81/2" by 11" sheet of paper: 1. Your name,
job title, company name, address, telephone num-
ber, fax number and e-mail address; 2. A complete
and accurate description of the location of the mic
icon on each 2000 issue of BE Radio (Volume 6, dated
January, February, March, April, May, June, July,
August, September, October, November, December
2000). Mail your entry to BE Radio Microphone
Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS
66282-2901 or fax it to (913) 967-1905. If you do not
have all the necessary issues, you may obtain issue -
cover copies by sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to BE Radio Cover Request, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66282-2901.

All entries (mail and online) must be received by
January 15, 2001. One entry per person. Sponsors are
not responsible for late, lost or misdirected mail, faxes
or e-mail. Entries will be reviewed by the BE Radio
Sweepstakes committee for accuracy. Be as specific as
possible in describing the location of the mic icon on
each 2000 issue of BERadio. For those covers that have
more than one (1) mic icon placed, only one (1) location
needs to be indicated. All decisions of the Intertec judges
are final. In the case of more than one entry with all 12
correct answers, a single entry will be drawn at random
from among the entries with correct answers on or
around January 17, 2001. If there are no entries with all
12 correct answers, entries with 11 correct answers will
be considered and a drawing held if there is more than
one entry with 11 correct answers. One entry per person. The
winner will be announced in the February 2001 issue of BERadio.
Submitted entries will not be returned.

GrandPrize: Neumann KMS 105 microphone (manufacturer's
suggested list price $595).

Odds of winning depend on the number of correct, eligible and
legible entries received. Game open to all current subscribers of
BE Radio in the United States and excludes the employees and

immediate family (spouses and parents, siblings, children and
each of their spouses) of Sponsors, the prize manufacturers, their
affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising agencies and any other compa-
ny involved with the design, production, execution or distribution
cf the sweepstakes drawings. Winner releases the Sponsor, the
prize manufacturers and each of their affiliates, officers, agents and
employees from any responsibility or liability in connection with
any loss, accident, or death incurred in connection with the use

4."" of or the installation of the prizes won in the
giveaway.

Miscellaneous:
lite winner herd)) consents to the use of his

or her name and/or likeness by the Sponsors for
advertising purposes without additional com-
pensation unless prohibited by law. The veri-
fied prize winner may be required to sign an
Affidavit of Eligibility and a Publicity/Liability

Release. Those materials must be returned with-
in 10 days of notification. Failure to comply may

result in disqualification and the selection of an
alternate winner. Any tax liabilities are solely the

responsibility of the winner. All federal, state, local,
municipal and provincial laws and regulations apply.
By participating, entrants acknowledge and agree to

be bound by these rules, and the decisions of the
Sponsor are final. Sweepstakes void where prohibited
by law. Prize components are not exchangeable,
transferable or redeemable for cash value. Prices
shown are estimated retail prices; actual prices may
vary. Sponsors do not make and are not responsible for
any warranty (including fitness for particular purpose )
or guarantee with regard to any prize or portion
thereof. All sweepstakes entries become the property
of the Sponsor and will not be returned. In the event
of unavailability of stated prize(s) or component(s)
thereof, Sponsors reserve the right to substitute item(s)
of comparable value. To obtain the name of the prize
winner, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
"Mic Sweepstakes Winner," BERadio Microphone Sweep-
stakes, Intertec Publishing, P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, KS 66282-2901, USA.

Other Terms and Conditions:
Sponsors assume no responsibility lor any error, omis-

sion, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operations or
transmission, communications line failure, theft or destruc-
tion or unauthorized access to, or alteration of entries. The

Sponsors are not responsible for any problems or technical
malfunction of any telephone network or lines, computer online
systems, servers or providers, computer equipment. software
failure of any e-mail or entry to be received by Sponsors or
congestion on the Internet or at any website, any combination
thereof or otherwise, including any injury or damage to entrants or
any other person's computer related to or resulting from participa-
tion or downloading any materials in the Sweepstakes.
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TRANSCOM CORP. BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Servin. the Broadcast Indust Since 1978
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE AT

www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
Solid State Single Phase

300 KW FM 1988 Harris FM 300K
Solid State Single Phase

I KW FM 1981 Harris FM IK
/al 2 KW FM 1996 BE FM 2C Solid State Single Phase

2.5 KW FM 1984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
2.5 KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
2.5 KW FM 1976 Collins 83ID Single Phase

INT 5 KW FM 1995 Harris Platinum 5, PT5,
Solid State Single Phase

4 5 KW FM 1985 Harris FM 5K
5 KW FM 1984 Harris FM 5K
5 KW FM 1967 Collins 830E
6 KW FM 1994 Henry 6000D
10 KW FM 1974 Harris FM1OH/K
20 KW FM 1980 Harris FM2OK

400W

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
10 KW
25 KW
50 KW
50 KW

AM 1996 Nautel Ampfet 400 Solid
State -Single Phase

1977 Collins 828E-1
1982 Continental 315R-1
1980 CS1 T -5-A
1993 Harris "Gates 5" Solid State
1975 Continental 316F
1985 CSI T -25-A
1978 Continental 317C-1
1982 Harris MW -50B

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454.2 15-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361

Circle (163) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

I -Rice over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, PTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datebases...and more!

oft
800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

Circle 066) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

11-irain iTT1 too's Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality. removable I/O connections. contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs

and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs. 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

111111=1111111111v
8x1 DAS

Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

MEM
6X1G

Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs

and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs

and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information. list pricing

and a list of distributors!

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs

and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio. video, or AES/EBU outputs. or
vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com
Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099

Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
st, must
have

precision
timing

MU

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

j;'
142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

Why Choose a
Central Tower?

Excellent
Customer Service.

Superior Engineering
& Fabrication.

Stringent
Quality Control.

 Made in the U.S.A.

Solid Reputation
and Experience.

Fast Response and
Order Delivery.

Versatile Product Line
Including Antenna
Mounts and Tower
Accessories.

Full Installation
Services Available.

Excellent Value
and Cost Effective.

2855 Highway 261
Newburgh, IN 476348642

Tel: 800-664-8222
Fax: 812-853-6652

Visit our wchsite at:
www.centraltower.com

Circle (169) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Circle (162) on Free Into Card or online at www.beradio.com
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If You Cai?
Make e
Yo ar)4ak

yam,

6016 FM Antenna Conde Nast Building New York City

(207) 647-3327

Shively Labs888-SHIVELY

www.shively.com
sales@shively.com

Circle (165) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

rr-®
C/1// ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, IN( .

ERI® 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road

Chandler, IN 47610
www.ERIinc.com

Circle (164) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

RWT RMT EOM ,.ac
1 2 3 "-"'

DECODER FCC i0 1.1v2EAS

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimga gorman-redlich.com

A

L

L
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Y

*Also available: ,year/terradios, antennas for weather radios. crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

www.beradio.com
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Satellite..
TWAT'S YOUR FINAL ANSWER!

Solid Spun Aluminum Dishes
06,

O Better Service 0 Better Price
 Better Gain O Better &am

Mounts Available:
AZ -EL, Polar, H -to -H

Gibralter-dual Pcmered AZ -EL

 Feed Horns
 LNB's

Multi -Cable
Receivers
Controllers

' Antenna Covers
' De -king Systems
 Custom Fabrications

Call

Sizes
60cm 1.11m

90cm 2.4m 3.9m

1.0m 2.7m 4.2m
I.2m 3.0m 4.5m
I.4m 3.3ni 5.0m

Quantity Discounts!

For Pricing! 600 N. %lorgnette Rd
l'rairie do Chien. 11 53821

' 1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

eh -site: Is,,,, Allp.atellite.corn E-mail: dhsora mhic.net

Circle (171) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

"277,717111-777717

Getup to 12 couplers in a neat, compactchasis
> Auto answer & disconnect.
 2audio busses for mass feeds.
> Individually card selectable

buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
> The aux. audio jack is ideal

for multiple IFB feeds. etc.
Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.

> Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.
Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.
LED indicators for ring.

clipping, power & online.
Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals.

he AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12
lists for about S200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

1-1 fl 1- 1 fl 1-1 Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352)335-6555/fax 380-0230cw

U 1-1 L1 U 1_1 1_1 hdp://www.circuitwerkes.com

United States Postal Service
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP MANAGEMENT,

AND CIRCULATION
Required by 39 USC 3685

1. Publication Title: BE Radio
2. Publication Number: 1081-3357
3. Filing Date: 9/18/00
4. Issue of Frequency: Monthly
5. Number of Issues Published Annually: 12
6. Annual Subscription Price: Free To Qualified
7. Complete Mailing Address of Known Office of Publication (Not
Printer): Intertec Publishing Corporation, 9800 Metcalf Ave.,
Overland Park, KS 66061 (Johnson County)
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL.

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Rules
covered:

1, 11,

Pike & Fischer, inc. 17, 25,

Available in loose-leaf print,
disk. and CI) -ROM.

26,
73,

27,
74,

CaII 800-255-8131. '9, 101

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
119-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peona. ilimois61604

(3091673-7511

FAX

Member AFCCE

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
800-896-9939

Just
Think...
...if this had been your ad,
you'd have a prospect
right now!
Call 800-896-9939
to place your ad today.

Hamack Engineering, Inc.

1

Accurate Engineenng for Broadcm.to,

I KNACK

Kirk Harnack
(800) 366-7618

kirk©harnack.corn
www.harnack.com

Ir"
AppiedA ireless
Kern McNamara
Prestdent & Cl 0

Applied Wireless. Inc
proyaling options

PO Box 926
New Market. MO 21774

III.: 301 865 1011
lax.: 301 865 4427
email: kemmc4app

www aDDliedv..

HELP WANTED

Radio Unica Network. Director of
Technical Operations. Radio Unica
Network seeks an experienced radio
engineer. Candidates must have a
solid knowledge of AM, RF, direc-
tional arrays, transmission systems.
solid state transmitters, satellite down-
links, studio planning/construction.
computers/computer networks, stu-
dio equipment, radio broadcast sys-
tems, audio routing, digital editing.
multi -channel production, automa-
tion, and remote broadcast systems .
This position may involve occasion
travel. Send resumes to: Radio Unica
c/o Roy Pressman 8400 NW 52 Street
Suite 101 Miami, Fl 33166, fax to
305-463-2360 or email to
rpressman @radiounica.com

FOR SALE

AMPEX - ITC
SCULLY PARTS

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS

(800) 848-4428 Fax (408) 363-0957

ADVERTISING RATES

Advertising rates in BE Radio
Classified Section are 55500 per
column inch, per insertion, with fre-
quency discounts available. There
is a one inch minimum.

To reserve your classified ad
space. call Brian Huber at

1-800-896-9939
or 913-967-1732

Fax: 913-967-1735
e-mail:

brian_huber@intertec.com

Senior Design Engineer

Design and development of
VHF and UHF multi -stage solid
state amplifiers from 4w to
5kW: customer interface:
manufacturing support to
component level: cost reduc-
tion: documentation control.
Understanding of require -
mews for broadcast trans-
mission of digital signals for
both FM and TV essential.
Mil -std experience and
vacuum tube experience de-
sirable but not essential. Re-
quires at least a BS with ten
yea's experience. San Fran-
cisco Bay location close to
Stanford. Competitive salary
and benefits. E-mail resume to
sale@svpa.com. Silicon Val-
ley Power Amplifier Corp.

GROUP CHIEF ENGINEER

Artistic Media Partners is seeking a
Group Chief Engineer. Successful
candidate will have a minimum of
5 years experience as Chief Engi-
neer for a station or group of sta-
tions, have knowledge of state of
the art automation systems and
digital studios, be able to maintain
studios as well as transmitters, and
be up to date with current FCC
rules and regulations.
Send resumes to Bob Ford, Presi-
dent, Artistic Media Partners, PO
Box 1410, Lafayette, IN 47902.
AMP is an EOE, women and minori-
ties are encouraged to apply.

IL J
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Donald L. Markley, P.E., Transmission facilities
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Viidio Engineering S, \
 Society of Broadcast Engineer.
Member. American Busine,
Member, BPA International
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Coming in the
January issue of

B
Facility Planning

IncILding a Manager's Persiective

Trends in Technology
Microphones

Remotes and Facilities
Entercom, Buffalo, NV(
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 Contract Engineering

\LO E -casting
 RF Engineering

\In Networks
 FCC Update
 The Last Byte
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D H Satellite 92 111 608-326-8406 www.dhsatellite.com Scott Studios Corp 55 140 800-726.8877 www.scattstudios.com

Dielectric 11 108 207-655-4555 www.dielectric.com Shively Labs 91 165 207-647-3321 www.shively.com

Digigram USA 76 155 703.875-9100 www.digigram.com Sierra Automated Systems 63 141 818-840.6/49 www.sasaudio.com

Digital Media Net 11 714-384-3058 www.DigitalMediaNet corn Silicon Valley Pwr Amplifier 64 148 408.986-9700 www.svpa.com

Digital Media Net 35 714.384-3058 www.DigitalMediaNet.com Sine Systems 87 159 615-228-3500 www.sinesys.com

Digital Media Net 47 714-384-3058.. www.DigitalMediaNet.com Smarts Broadcast Systems .. 38,39 126 800-747.6278 ... www.smartsbroodcast.com

Enco Systems Inc 69 122 248.476-5711 www.enco.com Studer Professional Audio AG 51 133 411-870-7511 www.studer.ch

ERI Electronic Research Inc. 91 164 812-925.6000 www.ERlinc.com Superior Broadcast Products 54 139 972-413-2571... VNV. superio rind sta m

ESE 90 162 310-322.2136 www.eseiveb.com Telos Systems 44,45 132 216.241-7225 www.telos-systems.com

full Compass Systems 37 124 800-356.5844 www.compassxpressam Telos Systems 65 149 216-241-7225 www.telos-systems.com

Gorman Redlich Mfg Co 91 167 140-593-3150 www.gorman-redlich.com Transcom Corporation 89 163 830.441-8454 www.trcorp.com

Hams Corp 3 104 513-459.3400 www.harris.com V -Soft Communications 89 166 319.266-8402 www.v-soft.com

fiords Corp 28,29 119 513-459-3400 www.hauis.com Wheatstone Corporation 2 101 252.638-1000 www.wheatstone.ccm

Industry Cick 49 135 . . 609.720-0383 www.digibid.com Wheatstone Corporation 98 103 252.638-7000 www.wheatstone.com

Industry Click 66 150 .... 609.120-0383 www.digitid.com

Request free information with the Free Info card or go to www.beradi3.com.
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Last Byte

Service with a smile
By Skip Pizzi, Executive Editor

The adage of the new media age is "content is king,"
and such content attracts audiences. While this truth
is undeniable, it's high time that the service side of the

equation receives its due. The value of a robust and
efficient delivery system is fundamentally important,
independent of the content it carries.

Radio has been a successful service
throughout its history. Once thought of as
an upstart that would never last, radio has
proven to be a viable, popular and resilient
medium. It established itself as a pioneer of
electronic media, and then survived the

competition by reinventing its content
to adapt to shifting audience prefer-
ences. During these changes, the ser-
vice has remained essentially the same,
with only incremental improvements.
(The move to FM must be considered
a substantial change in this respect, but
its service and business models are
essentially the same as that of the
original AM band.)
This leads to a statement of the ser-

vice -value argument: A good delivery
system offers content that makes good

business sense and is popular. Service is the real king, the
anchor of the business. Content is fickle and adaptable.
Popular content combined with effective delivery service
is the true killer application in the broadcast domain.

In an environment of scarcity, such service has another
attraction: It is the searchlight in the sky that attracts
everyone's attention. This natural attraction stimulates
advertisers to place their messages there, thus creating
the business engine that fuels the broadcast industry.

reliance on terrestrial repeaters is unknown. The uniformity
of reception among vehicles, and between factory -in-
stalled vs. aftermarket units, is also questionable. Another
variable involves the use of substantially different satel-
lite technologies by the two service providers (Sirius
Satellite Radio will use a highly elliptical orbit [HE0]

system while XM will
use the geostationary
[GEO] approach).

Assuming that S-DARS

provides a viable ser-
vice for the mobile

platform, its future for fixed receivers remains in doubt.
Building penetration will likely not be like FM radio's,
although in markets with terrestrial repeaters, it may
have some reasonable abilities in this respect. Otherwise,
external or interior window -mounted antennas will be
required for S-DARS reception in buildings.

On the Internet side, migration from the computer-

based receiver with dial -up access is almost assured in
the next several years, with dedicated Internet radios
already in production and broadband Internet access
advancing quickly in many areas. This could allow high-
fidelity wired service (superior to FM) for Internet radio
content soon. Meanwhile, wireless and broadband wire-
less Internet access could conceivably extend on-line
radio to mobile and portable receivers, eventually with
high-fidelity audio. The cost and possible metered pric-
ing of such service could be an obstacle to long-term
radio listening via wireless Internet, but some observers
believe that so-called 3G (third -generation) wireless
systems will someday provide a delivery method that
allows streaming on-line media to become fully compet-
itive with today's terrestrial broadcast media.

If this proves true, wireless Internet is more of a future
threat to service superiority than is S-DARS. Of course,
there is no real barrier to entry for terrestrial broadcasters
to offer their content stream(s) via the Internet, while
continuing terrestrial broadcast service in parallel.

Terrestrial radio service, therefore, seems destined to
continue largely unchallenged as a viable, universally
accessible and cost-effective content -delivery method
for some time. This assumes that the content delivered
on these services offers significant value to listeners. If
that is challenged by other media (such as S-DARS),
terrestrial radio may need to adjust its content, as it has
in the past. However you slice it, it's hard to keep a good
service down.

ff; Terrestrial radio will remain the
only aural medium that reaches

equally well into all listening
nues: home, car and workplace.

Looking ahead
Now consider the emerging competition and how it

compares in terms of service. Streaming media on the
Internet offers a wide range of content and increasingly hi-
fi audio quality, but its accessibility is limited to the
computer platform or Internet browsing appliance. On
another front, satellite radio (S -DABS) will be limited, at
least in the early going, to a new, mobile -only receiver.
This implies that terrestrial radio will remain the only aural
medium that reaches equally well into all listening venues
(home, car and workplace) for the near- to mid-term.

It remains to he seen what quality of service S-DARS will
provide to the automotive environment. The amount of
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FOCUSED ON QUALITY
AUDIOARTS AUDIO CONSOLES

OUR MISSION - Make the BEST. And witn thousands and thousands o.: our
radio consoles already out there, we KNOW what you NEED. Chcose from our
extensive line of analog and digital consoles; take advantage of WHEATSTCINE'5_
experience. Contact your local AUDIOARTS dealer-or visit our web5ite!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERINC

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/snlPsri)whentstOne corn

Circle (103) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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